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'VOLUMEXVIII.

-

"With Malice toward None, with Chárity for AH, and with Firmness in the Right.'
' ROY, MORA
Cut NTY, NEWHEXICO, S ATU RD AY7 ATRI17 2, 1921.

SCHOOL MASS MEETING

SCHOOL BONDS SOLD

DONNIE GIBBS HURT

WELL ATTENDED

$30,000.00 Issue Goes to
Denver Firm

Is run over by car
Donnie Gibbs the youngest
son of Dr. Gibbs wasaccidently
run over by a car driven by Doc
McCargo last Tuesday evéning.
Dohnie .with a bunch of other
boys were playing in the street
nal, the Roy Trading Co. store.
One cf the lads had knocked the
ball high in the air and Donnie
was running backwards to catch
the ball and didnt notice the car
coming around the corner of
the Floersheim store and ran
in front of the car before Mr. McCargp could stop
' it. It Was one of those unavoidable acidents and while aN regret it much, yet no one is blamed for the acident. Mr. McCar-ge- r
had just taken the car from
the shop after having it over- -'
hauled and it was not working
very good and those who saw
the acident, gay McCargo .was
driving at a very slow speed,
probably less than ten miles an
hour when the accident
and he had just tiirned
the corner at R.T.store when the
accident occured; He tried his
best to stop the car before it
struck the boy, but could not
until it had passed completely
over the body of Donnie.

At the special meeting sof the
STRONG TICKET NAMED.
School Board last Monday after
noon the $50,000.00 issue of
At the Mass Meeting held at the Spanish American Office last
School Bonds voted last summer Monday night a number of things of much importance to the Roy
for District No. 33, were sold Schools was threshed out Joy about 40 or 50 patrons of the Disto Antonides and Co., of Den er
'
'' .
trict.'
Colorado. While all bids were
The matter of the new school building was brought up and it
practically the same, the offer was decided to have same erected in the street between the two
of the above company met w ith blocks
The street has been condemned
vthe District now owns.
the approval of the Board as and given to the school. This will give them ample play grounds
their financial standing was, of around the new building.
;
the highest. The money ill
was also voted to call the new school 'building. "The Roy
It
be ready for use within a fow Public School Building',' and the "Harding 'County High School.
weeks at the latest.'
Building", the upper story to be used for High School purposes
The Bonds were sold at D5c and Assembly Hall., According to the architects plan, a building
on the dollar and while thh is with 12 to 14 rooms and a basement for Manual training, Domesnot as much as the Board expec- tic Science, Laboratory and other equipments can be erected with
ted to receive, yet it is consider- the $55,000 now available, and which will take care of the Public
ed a" very good sale considering School and County High School 'needs for this year and next.
the tightness of money matters
It was also decided to. use the $10,000 available from Harding
at present. No douuc á better County to start a nucleus for a New County High School Building
offer could have been received which will be erected within a year or so, or as soon as the outlater but it would not have lying Districts are consolidated with the Roy District.
A new
given the Board time to erect bond issue will then ba floated and with' the $10,000 a County
the New Building in time 'for High School will be erected on a separate block from where the
school this fall. The plan h to present building will be located.
w
get to work at once and have
The new Board which will be elected Tuesday was asked-tpro
everything in readiness for ceed immediately with the erection of the new building- and if.
school by' October the first or possible call for bids at; once on the digging of the basement and
darlier. There is no doubt-buthe removal of the debris, of the old building from the grounds
that the building can be built They were also asked to have in the contract for the erection of
for at least $10,000.00 or ?15, the building, a clause which will compel the contractors
have
000.00 cheaper now than last same completed by September 1st.
year when the bonds were first
The question of whether the new building should be construcImmediately after the acci- advertised.
ted of concrete, brick or hollow tile was brought upland discussed,
dent, he was taken to the office
but this matter was left open to the incoming Board to decide,
of Dr. Gibbs his father and his
was decided at the Mass they to consider quality, and stability with price.
It
found
wounds dressed. It was
Meeting last Monday night to
Quite a number of other matters were discussed especially
that one arm was badly wren-- . have the New Board elected those
regarding consolidation, but were left open for future conched and he had bruises on his Tuesday, to immediately ask for
'
,
body and head. His tongue was bids on the basement for the sideration.
'
question
The
nominating
of
a "Citizens Ticket" was then
also badly bitten and he suffered new school house; If any one brought
before the meeting and after a number of talks, several
considerable. He was later ta- in Roy i.j considering bidding on
were nominated and the patrons proceeded to vote by
ken to his home where he, is the work, it might be well for candidates
secret
ballot
for nominations ; after several friendly contests the
being cared for by his father them to consider the matter as following
was nominated : John. H. Mahoney, C. L. Justice,
ticket
press
to
go
and Aunt. As we
soon as the Board is elected.
M. D. Gibbs, R. E. Alldredge and Samuel Ratclif f , who will be
Dr.
Donnie is doing nicely and will
voted on next Tuesday.
be out and around in a few days
Mrs. II. L. Russel of Mills was . We do" not believe that a stronger ticket' could be placed in the
if no further developments set
attending to business matters field for members of the School Board than those nominated and
up. .
Roy Tuesday.
we predict that they will be overwhelmny elected next Tuesday.
R. Lopez was chairman of the meeting and F. L. Schultz, Sec.
Mrs. Mádisón Laughter and and it was one of the most harmonious meetings ever held in Roy.
J. I. Case Tractor school will
All present took a deep interest in the School matters and we
be held in Roy on Monday and children who have been in
the past .winter returned believe if the whole District wil get together and elect the ticket
Tuesday April 4th and 5th, instead of 5th and 6th as announ- home Tuesday and will stay nominated and then ste-- behind them and help them in every
ced. AH interested are cordial- with her father Mv. A, F. Liv- way possible, R.oy will soon, K:,a:ons of .tVeJbest schoolsjp North
ingston' this summer.
East New Mexico.
ly invited to be present.
The County High School will
also add a lot of attraction not
only to the town of Roy, but the
whole Harding County.
STORE NEWS
MESA
Now lets all "PUSH" together
and watch Roy grow.
"HERE
.
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ROY INDEPENDENT BAND
TO GIVE MINSTREL.

,

WE
SPLENDID SALE LAST WEEK.
TOOK
MADE THE PRICES AND
YOU' CERTAINLY
WE HAD A
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flour, this is
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special

$3.75 per 100.

of those apples

still

$2.00 box

Hot corn bread or corn cakes taste
mighty good these mornings and we, are sel
ling a 25 lb. sack of corn meal for "60c
s

graham gems for breakfast
we have choice graham flour from the So"75c
lano mill 24 lb. sack

If

you

prefer

ton of. split beans that
are excellent for hog or. sheep feed. ,We
need the .room". If you can use' the beans
take them at 50c pár.l'OO pounds.
Personally we think this is a good time
to dispose of your wheat or corn. We
cant see much change for the market to go
higher, 'and there' is a good prospect 'of
"We

have about

it

3

going lower.We will always pay the top price from
day. to day." Better sell while the selling is good.
-

v,

THE-

Where you

MIES A

TIVE

COMPANY

get th3 most for what you sell,

and' pay tl.3

least for

Foster.

what you buy.

sa

w
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Senator T. E. Mitchell President of. the New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Growers Ass'n. of
New Mexico, is attending the
meeting at AlbuAssociation's
querque this week. On Tuesday
Pres. Mitchell made his annual
address to the Convention;
Among the other prominent
speakers were Gov. Mechem,
Senator Bursom and B. C.

SCHOOL SOCIAL

'

Thé Roy Independent Band
has made all the necessary preparations to put on "a Negro
Minstrel within the next few
weeks to raise funds to assist
the band boys in purchasing uniforms and getting some needed
instruments. The boys are already practicing for the coming
event. and will scon be in tip
top' shape to give us one of thq
best Minstrels that has been put
en in Roy since the I.O.O.F.
boys pulled .their minstrel stunts

School were given a surprise
party on St. Patricks Day, by
their school friends, the seventh
sixth and fifth grades.
The clasroom. was .beautifully
decorated in green and gold,
those being the graduate colors.
Everyone was given a pretty
creen ribbon in honor of St.
Patrick and wore them for the
v
afternoon.
Many happy' hours were spent
in playing games anS enjoying,
some good jokes given by Rev.
Father Vachon. About three
o'clock a dai'ntv . lunchoen was
served by the entertainers. The
lunchóen. consisted pf Jello with
marshmellow cream cake, lemonade and assorted
Later a game of tennis was
er joyed by a until about five
o'clock when a crowd of happy ,
children started off for their
honie3. It was.'a.day long to be
remembered by. the S.G.S. chil-
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MAGNETO SPECIALISTS

BATTERY STATION

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

GARAGE

SERVICE

Authorized Kaymondt'enclleton
Station in)

Onlv DeLaval
Sales & Service

Gerald Dodds

&

íown.

All machines oh hand were Bring the tractor work in
Newest
192L
Models, 1921 Improvements. early.
..
We handle no other line of
your magneto recharg
Senarators. .Any kinds of Have
t
.
Stock
Need.
.Full
You
Terms
ed now. Save
a ' lot oí
of Repairs.
'

purchased in

p

.

,

cranking
DeLaval Oil.
Send in your name for information oír Silo Prices and
, '
Terms.

Dependable

Quick,
Service.

"On Service Comer in
the Town of Roy".
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Mrs. P. P. Branch and daughter Miss Tillie were called to
Dawson Saturday on account of
the sickness of their sister and
daughter Anna. They returned
the first of the week reporting

oS3
KL

i.x.zh. improved in

health.

Joé Giistrap and family of
Maxwell visited Roy relatives
the first of the weeje. Joe reports that the sale of the Maxwell Telephone Exchange has
been calld off and Joe will continue to take care of same.
.

M

BOX SUPPER.
box. supThere will be
per and program at the Baptist
Church Friday ' eyening April
8th. Everybody come early as
the Play "An awful Aunt" will
start at promptly 7.30. Music
will be furaished thruout the
evening by the Roy Independent Band. Remember the program is free but ladies should
bring, a box if possible and
..oys don't forget the cash
buy them. All boys and girls
between 9 and 99 are invited.
"Tuck a box under your arm
and help a good cause along."
--
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.

that she was

;

v!0i Leach, Goodman and
Dayis and several other Roy
boys 'made good in the amatuer
mill s'trel. work.
The daté has not yet been set
but it. will be pulled off at the
Roy Theatre sometime during
April and the exact dates will be
announced in the
We
probably next week.
want everybody to get busy and
talk minstrel and 'lets give the
boys a goad .turn out when they
'
give their shw; and by the way dren.
.
,.
we will add that the Roy Band
will givevtheir. initial public enWhen wo entered the Floer- tertainment at the Baptist sneim lucre, vjo s store last
Church liext Friday night.
Thursday 'morning, we noticed .
asmile all over Earl McMimmy's
Sam Strong is erecting two nice face and a box of cigars setting
residents in the west part of on his desk.
e began to inves
town, and which will add much tigate the cause and soon lear
to the improvement ;of the west ned that Mrs. McMiriimy had
side. What Roy needs right presented Earl with an 81b, baby
now is more men like Mr. Strong girl during the preceding night.
for now we need at least about
She arrived on Thursday at
25 more residents to house the the Plumlee hospital and Auntie
people who would like to move Roy and everyone who has seen
to Roy. Let the good work her say she is the finest ever.
continue.
Dr. Plumlee reports all concei--- '
ned doing nicely except Earl,
Mr. P. P. Branch and Miss and he too .will soon recover,
Anna his daughteivcame down from the shock. .
from Dawson last Wednesday to
spend a few days with relatives
PAID IN ADVANCE
and friends in .Roy. Both are
under the weather and are in
This is the name, of the picneed of the rest 'they are get- ture that will be given at the
;
ting.
Roy Theatre today (Saturday).
Show starts promptly at 8 o
Mr. Hahn of Solano was in clock. It is Dorothy Phillips
Roy from Solano. He tells us
that the Solano Bonds carried seen to be appreciated. Prices
by a majority i 115 ajid that 25 and 50 cents. Dance after
persons' voted against the show. Everybody invited.
only

GOES"
The Village Board appointed
the folowing Judges and Clerks
for the School election to be held
Tuesday next Judges, R. Lopez,
F. II. Foster and I. C. Dodds;
Clerks, Juan Lujan and C. Ernest Anderson.
The election
will be held at the office of F.II.

NUMBER 12

O

Gallon Cans Spur' Kraut . . . . .
Velva Country Sorgum 5 lb Cans

Pearl White Soap, per bar.
Good Broom

2ib.

.'.

55c

50c

;

.

17ic
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reg. pi ke

Jar Arline Honey

2

. .

5c

.

lb. Can Arline Honey
14oz. glass Arline Honey

2

65c

.

Health Club Baking Powder
White House Coffee

.

.

-

t

48c
80c

1.60
1.10

N

,

85c
40c

50c

Fresh Vegetables every day
.

(Watch this space' every "week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade'

'

THF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Feci All Worn Out?
Has a cold, grip, o other infectious
disease sapped your strength? Do you
sutler backache, lack ambition, feel dull
and depressed? Look to your kidneys!
l'hysicians agree that kidney trouble
often results from infectious disease.
Ton often the kidneys, are neglected because the sufferer doesn't realize they
have broken down under the strain of
littering disease created poisons from
the blood. If your back is bad, your
kidneys act irregularly, and you feel all
run down, use Doan'i Kidney Pill.
Doan'i have helped thousands. Alk

1

TIl

ROBERT J. C.

;

'

Copyrlfht. All Bights Reserved

A

Author

f "Thm Cow

ESULTS

I

Mucken-hau-

Prominent Rochester

CHAPTER

un:
.

J

pf

aid I could net rldf
$.
w a u I ri t a k
Doan's Kidney Pills. He surely told
me the truth, for two boxes cured the
backache and rheumatic twlnfes."
'
Cm Doaa's at An? Stan, 60c i Boa

I

DOAN'SD,MV

FOSTER -- MILBURN CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

16799
DIED

Oty alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking
in New York

GGLDtrZDAL
c
Th world's tundard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.

Holland's National Remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the mmmm CoM MkUI M wrmry boa
mad except do imiutioa

Do yóu Suffer

from Headaches?

Mapleton,
Kans. "I have- - been
using Dr. Pierce's medicines for over

thirty years and
can truly say they
are the best medicines I have ever

used.

) thirty

About

years ago I

rhad
aches so that half
of my time I
to do any
thing. A neighbor advised me to
take Dr. Pierce's Golden - Medical
Discovery.
I took six bottles and
have never been troubled with it
alck-head-

was-unabl-

Since." MRS. H. C. HUGHES.
Sold by druggists for the past fifty

years, and has never contained a
drop of alcohol. It can now be had
In tablet form also. Send to Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel In Buffalo,
t
N. y., for a
trial package.
ten-cen-

X.
17

Continued.

would be found.

"No, I mean that well come through
and they'll come after us. My idea
la not to take any chances, but to sell
the property, or as good as sell it, before we buy It. So I sent a government report on It to this syndicate, as
I heard they were looking out for coal
lands In the West, and I Just took the
liberty of offering It to them for a
cool quarter of a million, and gave
them until tonight to accept or refuse,
by wire. I'm a little anxious for an
answer, although if they don't take It
others will. You see, the old fel(2v
that owns It simply hasn't any Idea
what It's worth. He has lived In the
bills until he looks like one of 'em,
and a satchelful of money In real bills
will simply dazzle him. A check
wouldn't serve the purpose; he'd be
suspicious of It, and he'd come down
to investigate, and some one would be
sure to crimp our deal."
"And suppose I don't like the look
of the mine when I see it?"
"Then you bring' your móney back
down with yon "and put it Into farm
lands, or anything else that takes
your fancy. After you look.lt over, If
you don't want to go In on It, Mr. Harris, perhaps Riles and I can raise
enough ourselves to swing the deal,
but you see we thought of you from
the first, and we will stay with our
original plan until you have a chance
to decide' one way or another."
"Well, that sounds fair," said Allan,
and bis father nodded. "But we
haven't sold the farm, and until we
do I guess there Isn't much money In

sight."
"Bradshawll

sell the farm quick
enough If I send hltn word," his father assured him. "He may not get It
all In money, but he'll get a good part
of It, and he has ways o' raisin' the
balance so long's the security Is good.
I've half a mind t' wire him t' close
'er out."
At this moment there came a knock
on the door, and a boy presented a
telegram for Gardiner. He opened
It, read It, and emitted a whoop
like a wild Indian. "They're coming
shouted,
through,"
he
"coming,
through ! How does half of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars look
to you, Mr. Harris?"
Harris reached out eagerly for the
telegram, while Allan, his arm thrown
over bis father's shoulder, read It In
boyish excitement:
"If Investigation cónflrms government reports wé wfll pay two hundred
fifty thousand.
Our representative
leaves at once for personal interview."
The name at the end of the telegram was unknown to either Harris
or his son, but Gardiner assured them
It was one to conjure with In the
financial world. Riles' excitement was
scarcely less than Allan's. Gardiner
choked a flood of questions on his
Hps with a quick Imperative glance.
Even Riles did not know that the
telegram had 'been written a few
doors down the street by a stoutlsh
man In a pepper-and-sasuit. f
TO take a chance," said Harris, at
last. "Ill take a chance."
.

lt

CIGARETTE
No cigarette has

the same delicious

"Chance nothing!" interjected Gardiner, with momentary abruptness.

flavor as Lucky
Lucky Strike Is the
toasted cigarette.

jis)hi& it(te
"Cabinet Circle" Kept Busy..
To belong to thut select .coterie of
Washington society 'known as the
"cabinet circle" would seem to most
women to be n bed of roses, but like
oilier roses they are not without .their
thorns. For instance, the wife of a
CHhlnet member Is required by social
etiquette to mnke nt least one call
on each senatorial and congressional
household, which nienns that she must
mnke lui If u thousand or, more such
culls during the sen son, whether It
ileuses her or not.
Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cutlcura Ointment
Wash off Ointment In live minutes
with Cutlcura Soup nod hot wateft It
1m wonderful
sometimes what Cutlcura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
Itching and red rough hands. Adv.
Sounds Plausible.
"How did the1 Impression get about
Hint George Washington never told a
lie?" nsked the Inquisitive person.
"Some people credit the chérry tree
story for tha," said Mr. Duhwnjte,
"but I suspect George's reputation for
veracity Is due to the fact that he
never said, "I've had my car six
months and It 'has never been In a
repair shop."

lILP
í?ÍSS

i
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H,wm Strong,

H.aUh,

HtbeyHre.Itcn,

Smart or Rum If lnra.
Irritated, Inflamed or
Granulated, use Murine
riten. Soothes, E.freshee. Safe for
Infant or Adult At all Druggists. Write for
free fcy Book. Karua lj taarfr Ot, Qfcefs
m

iteEVES

well-to-d-

his anxiety.
A gentleman's agreement had been
made with Gardiner and Riles that
not a word was to be said concerning
their Investment until it was a completed fact. Gardiner dropped In occasionally to learn If any word had
come from I'lalnville, but It was not
until the afternoon of the fourth day
that the fateful yellow envelope was
banded in at the hotel. As it happened, Gardiner and Riles were present at the moment. They slipped into
the back- room and waited In a fever
of expectation for Harris to announce
the contents.
Harris and Allan read the message
twice before speaking; then Allan repeated It aloud:
"Twenty thousand dollars proceeds
sole goes forward by wire your, bank.
Correspondence follows. . Will explain
failure to get price asked.
"BRADSHAW."
Harris was torn between emotions,
and his face worked with unwonted
nervousness as he struggled with
them.
That Bradshaw should have
sold the farm for half the price he
had stipulated seemed Incredible.
It
was robbery; It was a breach of trust
of the most despicable nature. On the
other hand. If the amount available
would enable them to buy the mine,
the huge profit assured from 'that Investment would much more than offset the loss on the farm. Gardiner
and Riles, too, were visibly downcast
when they heard the amount, but Gardiner promptly grappled with the
"situation.
"It's less than we figured on," he
said, "but perhaps we can get through
still. The thing to do Is to get out to
the mine at once with this money. It
will be sufficient to prove the genuineness of our Intentions, and Induce him
Into town. Then Riles can put up
some and I can put up some, and that,
with the twenty thousand, should hold
the deal until Riles can realize on his
farm. Within a very short time we
can turn the whole thing over to the
New Yorkers, and fake In the profits."
"Say. Gardiner," said Allan, speaking us one who had been struck by a
new and .Important thought. "Where
do you come In on this deal? Is your
old gink up In the hills coming through

for half?"
"Not a cent," said Gardiner. "As
for where I come In, well, dealing
with old friends like Riles and the
Harrises, I considered that a .secondary matter. I fancy that when
they feel the profits In their pockets
they will be disposed to be not only

fair, but generous, and. of course, If I
put up part of the money I will expect
my share of profit. But I'm not asking for any assurance; I'm Just going
to leave that to you."
"Well, that's decent, anyway," Harris agreed. "I haven't as much money
as I expected, but If we can pull It
through' It. may be all right yet. Of
course, you remember that I haven't
promised to put up a dollar unless I
like the looks of the mine when I see
It."'. Harris still ha'd qualms of hesitation about entering into a transaction so much out of his beaten path,
and he took occasion from time to
time to make sure that an avenue of
retreat was still open.
"That's the understanding, exactly,"
Gardiner assured him. "You're the
man with the money, and If you don't
like It, don't pay."
Harris at once visited the bank, and
returned shortly with the Information
that the amount, less a somewhat
startling percentage for transmission
and exchange, was already deposited
to his credit.
"Then let us lose no more time."
v

Strike. Because

'

The price asked was
not unreasonable, especially when it
was remembered that the crop would
go to the purchaser, and was now almost ready for the binder. Bradshaw
o
was in constant touch with;
farmers from the South who were on
the lookout for land, and his own
banking facilities would enable him
to forward the cash as soon as a sale
was assured, without waiting for
actual payment by the purchaser. So
Harris was confident in the midst of

They're Comma VhrouglV He
ed, "Comino Through!"

Shout-

"It was a chance a minute ago; It' a
certainty now. It's the cinch of a
lifetime."
"Where's some paper?" asked Allan.
"Let's get a telegram away right off."
Gardiner produced a notebook and,
at Harris' dictation, drafted a telegram to Bradshaw, directing him to
dispose of the farm at once along
the lines of the Instructions already4
He was to cash the
given him.
agreement and wire the proceeds to
,
Harris.
Then followed long anxlons days.
Fortune seemed to hang on Bradshaw'
success In making an Immediate sale
of the farm, it was a large order, and
yet Harris telt confident a buyer

said Gardiner, with enthusiasm. "You
will need a team and rig, and you
better 'pack a' couple of blankets and
some grub. Make the stableman
throw In a cuple of saddles; you
may have to ride the last part of the
trip. Riles and I will make It the whole
way r- - horseback."
Gardiner then
remen.l fered that It would be necessary for him to go back to the ranch
and change horsw. but he described
In detail the oad they should take,
and assured tbera they could not 'miss
It. It nas the main road up the rtver
valle- y- up, and up and If they drove
hard they would reach that night a
spot where an old. deserted cabin
stood back in a clump of poplars. It
would be a good place to spend the
night, and Riles and Gardiner would
meet them there. If, Indeed, they dld
not overtake them on the road. Neither
hod any fear of a
Harris
strange trail ; they had beeq bred to a
sense of, direction and location all
their lives, and were confident they
would find no difficulty In reaching the
rendezvous.
"Better make your own arrangements about the horses," Gardiner
nor-AUe-

'
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Citi-

zen Tried Ten Years To
Get Relief, But Tanlác Is
Only Thing That Helped
Him.

p.

Walnut
at.. Boulder. Colo..
"I had pains
over my kidneys.
wnicn were so se
vere that often
could hardly move
saw me,
a man
when my back wa
1710
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Punch." Etc

A Colorado Cate

U.

I

15

your neighbor!
H.

If, WARE
IIIUIULL

whispered as they left the room. "We
can't be too careful to keep our business secret"
As they stood for a moment In the
waiting room it occurred to Allan that
some shooting might be found in the
mountains.
"You haven't got a gun
you could lend me, I suppose?" he
(
said to Gardiner.
"What do you want a gun for?"
Gardiner demanded, brusquely.
"Might get a shot at a partridge, or
somtblng.
No harm in having one
along, is there?"
'
"Oh, ho, but I don't expect youH
see anything to justify the trouble.
Anyway, I haven't got one."

One of the latest to testify regarding, the powers of Tanlac, tie celebrated medicine which has been accomplishing such remarkable results,
Is James J. Beasley, 102 Elmdorf

Avenue, .Rochester, New York. Mr.
Beasley has been chief record keeper
for the Department of Water Works,
city of .Rochester, for thirty years
and is a well known and highly 'ret
spected citizen. In referring to thé
remarkable recovery of his health by
the use of Tanfac, Mr. Beasley said:
"1 have been trying for ten years
"There's a shotgun here," said the
hotel clerk, who had Overheard the to find relief from a case of dyslast remarks, "if that would suit you. pepsia. Nothing ever helped me to
A Cholly who was taking a short amount to anything until 1 got Tencourse In poker put it up a few days iae. This Is saying a great deal, for
ago as a standoff on his eat score. 1 did everything It seems that a man
There's ten bones against It; If it's could do to find relief. Of course, I
worth that to you, take It."
was hardly ever sick enough to go to
He handed the gun over the counbed and was most always able to
ter, and Allan examined it with inter-- keep going, but 1 Just never felt
right At times during those ten
years, my stomach would become
sour like vinegar. I would have an
uncomfortable bloated up feeling after eating that Would last for
I suffered a great deal from nausea.
At times my heart would flutter and
palpitate and I would become alarmed
over my condition. My nerves were
on edge all the time, and I becamo
irritable, nervous and restless. I had
no strength or energy to do anything,
in fact I wasn't like myself at all.
Even a week or two ago it was on
efTort for me to get out of my chair
and I felt as stiff and clumsy as an

'old work horse.'
"It is really remarkable what Tanlac has accomplished in my case. It
has relieved' me entirely of indigestion, I never have that distressing
feeling any more after eating, and I
feel perfectly fine in every way. I
will always feel grateful for what
this wonderful medicine has doné for
me and I am only too glad to give it
my heartiest endorsement."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
everywhere.
Adv.

Carried away by the beauty of the
heroine on the screen, he murmured,
unconsciously, "Isn't she lovely !"
"Every time you see a pretty girl
you forget you're married," snapped
bis better half.
"You're wrong, my dear; nothing
brings home the fact With so much

The Leopard Spots.
On a crowded Broad Ripple street
car a mother was attempting to Interest her son.
The lad had a little
wooden toy leopard In his hands.
"What are all those round things
on your leopard, dearie?" she asked.
"They's life savers, mamma," he enlightened her.
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.

urs.

JAMES J. BEASLEY
Of Rochester, New York.

force."

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

automotime.
of that
Courier-Journa- l.

1

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
Beware! Unless you see the nam. nothing
else but kidney trouble, or the
yon
"Bayer" on package or on tableta
result of kidney or bladder disease.
are not getting genuine Aspirin preIf the kidneys are not in a healthy conscribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
dition, they may cause the other organs
years and proved safe by millions. to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headTake Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
ache and loss of ambition.
package for Colds, Headache, NeuralPoor
makes you nervous, irritagia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, ble and health
may be despondent; it makes any
Lumbago, and for Pain, Handy tin one so. .
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of AsBut hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-Root,-pirin cost few cents. Druggists also Kilmer's
by
restoring
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the
remedy
needed to overcome such
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of conditions.
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcylicacld.
Many send for a sample 'bottle to see
Adv.
what Swamp-Roothe great kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, will do for
Different Anyway.
them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
"Sure It's a great compliment the Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
may receive sample size bottle by
foreman paid me today," boasted
Parcel
rost. You can purchase medium and
large size bottles at all drug stores.
Adv.
"What did he say, Mike?"
"He said that I carried more osseus
'
His Value.
'
matter above the shoulders than any
"Every man is good for something."
other man In the works." Boston
"Tell me what good Yuseless Is."
Transcript.
"Well, he counts one In every census, anyway."
Love Letters.
"Cholly can't really love me." "Why
Shoes that exactly fit a girl are a
do you say that, girlie?"
"His letcuriosity.
ters seem to make sense."
-

t,

Cas-sld-

.

slow-witte-

"

Begin Right Now to
Conquer Your Rheumatism
. If you
are going to again rely
upon the liniment bottle to try to
rub' your Rheumatism away, you
wiil be doomed again to nothing
A disease
but disappointment
that can cause so much pain and
suffering: ia riot on the surface of
the skin, and cannot be rubbed

away.

Many forms of Kheumatism are
caused by a tiny disease germ in
the blood, and in such cases the
only logical treatment is to search

w-faced

out and remove these germs from

for

n

desia.

that

hes to a

Important to all Womea
Readers of this Paper

A

est. He recognized an English weapon
of a value out of all proportion to the
price asked.
v"ril take It" he said, and paid down
the money. There was a momentary
darkening of Gardiner's face which
nobody noticed.
The little party then moved out to
the street. Gardiner bad regained his
smooth manner, and gave some final
directions about the road.
"Oh, we'll find It all right," said
Allan, In high spirits, "and we'll beat
you to the shanty unless you've some
faster nags at home than any I see
you driving. So long."
.
"So long," called Gardiner. "So
long, and good luck."
"So long, an good luck," repeated
Riles. He was trying to play the game,
but, as Gardiner often reminded him,
he had no Imagination. It would have
been quite Impossible for Riles, on his
own initiative, to have thought of
Wishing the Harrises "good luck" on
the journey they were about to commence. . . . They were Interesting
types of villains one. gentlemanly,
suave, deep and resourceful ; the other,
d
coarse, shallow,
and brutal.
The offense of one against society was
wholly Intellectual; of the other, almost wholly physical. Gardiner fully
appreciated the difference, and In his
heart he felt a contempt and loathing
toward Riles wjiich he concealed only
as a- - matter of policy. And he had
worked out in his mind a little plan
by which Riles, when his usefulness
was ended, should be shuffled off without any share in the booty. At present he tolerated him because of necessity. There was work before them for
which Riles was peculiarly qualified.
The Harrises went at once to a livery stable, where they arranged for a
team and outfit. They then bought
some cartridges for the gun, and a
small handbag In which to carry the
monty.
When Harris presented himself i
the bank wicket and asked for the full
amount to his credit In cash, the salloteller turned a trifle paler
still and slipped Into the manager's
A moment later the manager
office.
before thir.
himself apK--- ed
"Thut's a pretty heavy order on a
country bank, Mr. Harris. Of course
we could give It to you In exchange,
but to tay twenty thousand dollars or
thereabouts in bills will drain us to almost our last dollar. Can't, you use a
marked check, or a draft on a Calgary
bank?"
"(TO BE CONT1N0EQ.)

Paper From Bark.
Government scientists In India have
succeeded In making paper from three
new materials leaves of a West Australian plant timber from East Afri
ca, and a bark of a tree found ia Uno-- 1

'
say

'

He Handed the Gun Over the Counter
and Allan Examined It With In-

terest

Wonderful.
We Just heard a young lady
a wonderful, young man took
wonderful, play In a wonderful
bile and she had a wonderful
Wonderful use they make
word wonderful. Louisville

tturÉífS

l

I
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PILtS

the blood.
For this purpose there is no more
satisfactory romoHv
than aJawaJea
sac
v w
the fine old blood remedy that has
oeen in use lor more than fifty
years, and has given such general
satisfaction for Rheumatism.
Begin taking S.S.S. today, and
if you will write a complete history
of your case, our medical director
Will irive VOU nvnert nliñia nrith- out charge. Address Chief Medical
Director, 160 Swift Laboratory, At.
lanta,Ga,
v4

RISf IMTOM
Take a good dose of Carter's little liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
They cleanse your system of all waste matter
and Herniate Your Cowels. Mild as easy to
take aS SUgar. Cmtnt hear titnatattyn
Small PilL

Small

Dose.-Smal-

l

Price.

,

THE
MILLS AND VICINITY

Easter Sunday-

was a snowy
day and made it very bad for
women and children in wnite
dresses.
We understand R. E. Anderson has bought a farm jof Wm.
Bruggerman, but have not
-

learned any particulars.
Mrs. W. H. McMinn, Mrs. C.
A. Smith, Mrs. F. B. Misner and
Mrs. .V. E. Bixby were in
having
Springer Wednesday
dental work done.
Edward Burris and M. Hermann returned the last of the
week from Cuba N. M. where
they have filed on land. Burris got a half section and Hermann a section. Their land is
seventy five miles from a railroad but consider it worth the
living on. Messers House, Wilbur Newton, Fred Knykendall
and Clarence ' Brock returned
about a week ago from the
same place where they have
each filed on land.
Harry Howard and wife of
'
near rasamonie,

T

1-

rs.

.

last Saturday.
Must have some wind out there
as Mr. Howard stated he had
thirty acres of wheat blown out
this spring.
Misses Ruth and Juanita
Harper visited their mother a
few days last week. Also Marie
I

Cochrane of Las Vgas is visit-

ing her parents,
ing her parents
Miss Martha Holcomb was
quite sick last week with billious
,

fever.
ly entertained last Thursday
afternoon by Mrs. W. H. Mc
Minn. The next meeting, will
be with Mrs. Ernest Parks.
We noticd in last week's
NOTICE for PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico.
March 21st, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Frank Martinez, of Mosquro,
N. M., who, on June 10, 1916,
made Homestead Entry, No.
022310, for N2 NWi4, S2
NWI4, and Wi2 SWi4, Sec.23
and Ni2 NWVi, Section 26,
Township 17N, Range 29E, N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make, Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissionerat his office in Mosquero, N. M.on the 4th day of
May 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Zacarías Cordova, Miguel Martinez, Jose Inez Perea, and Demetrio Cordova, all of Mosquero.
New Mexico.
Paz Valverde

Register.

V

NOTICE for PUBLICATION

;

. Department of the Interior, .
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico.

March 21st, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Fred P. Heimann, of Albert,
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
1918, made Addl. Homestead
Entry Under Act of July 3, 1916
Ser. No. 022853, for NE14, Section 7, Township 19 North,
Range 31 East, N.M.P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
make three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster,
TJ. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
the 7th day of May. 1921.
Claimant names as witneses:.
Frank P. Heimann, Jr. of Roy
"Mpw Mexico. T. J. "Heimann. of
'Boy, New Mexico, A. J. Beller,
ofBueyeros, New Mexico, and
George Shields, ot liayden, Mew
Mexico.
Paz Valverde
.

Register.

,

."

lks

Mos-quer-

between Anderson and 'Bruggerman. See?
The little
folks Sunday
School Class held a bazzar at
the Wilson store last Saturday.
The young pople also held an
Easter egg and candy sale. We
have not learned what the pro
ceeds were but we do know the
candy was very, very good.
Anyone wishing' to go visiting would do well to call on Mr.
and Mrs. John Hepburn as he

JONES DEALER INGENERAL MERCHANDISE
,
Complete line of the "Old Reliable" John Deer Implements
Old Homestead Flour and Sinclair Lubricants and Gasoline
Also full line of "Watkins goods". Call to see me when in
; '
MILLS," NEW MEXICO

-

.....

Tires
TIRES

.

N

1921.
NOTICE

S

TIRES.

J. O. Green of Clayton, was
Elmer Evans is 'out on his
Notice for Publication.
in Roy the first of the week on ranch this week. It seems as
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at- Clay- business connected with the F.B. though he can't stay away
'
long.
ton, New Mxico, March 8th, Collins Co.
,

Priced to sell

is' hereby given

Quintana, of
Gallegos, New Mexico, who on
April 13th,1918, made additional homestead act of July 3,
No. 024775, ' for NEV
1916.
NE14, sEi4 NE14,
SE14,
Township
17N.
Section 20,
Range 31 East, N.M.P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S.
Commissioner A. A. Wynne, at
Mosquero. New Mexico, on the
20th day of April, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jeff McKee of David, New Mexico, Victoriano S. Quintana, of
Gallegos, New Mexico, Abran
Casados, of Gallegos,; New Mexico; Marselino Padilla, of
New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
Delfino. S.

m

Gal-lego-

Goodyear

Contracting and Cement Work
WE ARE NOW READY TO DO ALL KINDS OF BUILD-INCONTRACTING BOTH CEMENT AND FRAME.
CEMENT BLOCKS AND
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
CEMENT BRICKS AND WILL HAVE THEM ON THE
MARKET WITHIN 'A FEW WEEKS.
G

"Service Station"

WE DO ALL KINDS OF MILL WORK
WHEN YOU CONTEMPLATE BUILDING
HOME LET US FIGURE WITH YOU.
WE GUARANTEE

,

OUR

ROY HARNESS SHOP

THAT NEW

WORK.

s,

Spring Will Soon Be Here

Hornbaker and Duncan,

Register.

ROY, NEW MEXICO.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
March 12. 192L
NOTICE is hereby given
that Webb E. Kidd, of Roy Mora
Co, New Mexico, who, on May,
R
24th, 1919. made addl Homestead Application, Act
No. 036287, for SEii;
Sec. 1, and
'
Section , 12, Township
at Liberty Garage
18N, Range 24E, N.M.P.
filed notice of intenJ. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
tion to make Final Three Year,
Proof, to establish claim to the
GUARANTEES
V
land above described, .before all work on automobiles and anything in gas or electrical
F. II. Foster. U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy New
,
We back up our work,80 cents per hour.
Mexico, on the 25th day of

SO WHY NOT MAKE
:

I

work,

PREPARATIONS TO
jS:HAVE YOUR HOUSE STUCCOED

When having this kind of work doné or any cement
it will pay you to have it done by an expert workman.

;

1RE-WA-

Niá-SWi-

Wy2-NE-

4,

IT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN.

PRICES

4,

i.

.

Meri-dian,h- as

April, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:

Let E.F. HENRY,
The Contractor do it for you.
Roy,

Register.

THE CITY MARKET
.

Notice of Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico, March 8, 1921.
the lowest market price.
NOTICE is hereby given all kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats at
that Charles Patrick West, of We offer you. both Quality and Service. Givé us a trial and be
Mosquero,. New Mexieo, who,
on May 7,1918. made Homestead convinced.
Entry, No. 025913, for SWV4
and
NW1A, Sec. 5, Si2NEi4,
NWVJ.SE1A of Section 6, Town- shiR 17N, Range 30E, N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of
D. M. FINLEY,
intention to make Final Three
claim
to
establish
Proof,
Year
New Mexico.
to the land above described, Roy,
ComS.
U.
before A. A. Wynne,
missioner, at his office in Mos- auero. New Mexico, on the 2drd
day of April, 1921.
Claiment names as witnesses:
Jesse E. Ford.. Ran Wood,
Charles II. Pryor and Jerry M.
Caddell, All of Mosquero,' New
Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

The best place in town to purchase

THE KIND YOU WANT
We receive fresh groceries daily, hence you make no
mistake when you buv them of the

T. A. TURNER

CASH Grocery

The City Meat Market

r

Register.

.

CHEAP PRICES THAT YOU WILL BE BOTH
AND SURPRISED.

THESE TANKS ARE MADE OF EXTRA HEAVY
IRON.

GAL-VANIZE- D

IT.

' MAKE

OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS WHEN IN MILLS.
T. A.

TURNER. Prop.

Mills.

v.

.

New Mexico.

THE TIMES ARE BETTER
YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH MONEY
,
SAVE THEM BY USING
"PURITY GERM FREE VACCINE"
-

.

MILTON1 FLOERSHEIM.
'

Rov.

Agent

New Mexico.

,.

It Is Well To Contract
THE LUMBER BILL FOR YOUR NEW HOME NOW BEFORE THE SPRING BUILDING DEMANDS START
BUILDING MATERIAL UPWARD.

C'riment names as witnesses:

jandro

IF IT'S IN THE GROCERY IENE WE HAVE

Closing Out Our
Stock of Tanks
SUCH
kl
PLEASED

s

Groceries!
Groceries!

...

....

New Mexico.

lines.

JOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New Mexico.

Dan Laumbach, A. I. Burle
son, Luther Corneal and Oscar
Kidd, All of Roy New Mexico.
Francisco Delgado

Abol Madrid, Alvin Lusk, AleMontoya and Ursulo
All of Mills New Me- Gorzales,
land
acres
SALE;-80
FOR
adSolano,
1 2
xico.
:io Mnrth nf
Francisco Delgado
dress Mrs. Martha Frank. 119
Register.
Emerick St, uan Ageio, exa.
,

C

.

wi.

Route A.

NEW MEXICO

';.- -

'

Snan For a Qukk Sále.
Notice for Publication
acres within 4 miles of Department of the Interior,
land
farm
fine
Eoy, 200 acres
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa
balance good pasture, inquire. 01 Fe, New Mexico. March 12, 1921
JYlcarger unu nuupci,
NOTICE is hereby given
Roy, New Mexico,
that Fermin Madrid, of Mills.
Mora Co.. New Mexico, who on
Outside Basement Work
Spnhemhor. 20th. 1917. made
Let me dig your basement Addl Homestead Application,
for you under your home, or the No. 031761. lor ÜVo. OI JNVVVl,
one that you intend to build. Section 13, Township
21N,
; How about that cistern you
Meridian,
24E.
Range
N.M.r.
intend having dug, Let me fig- has filed notice of intention to
ure with you. All work guar- make Final Three Year. Proof,
anteed. J. B. Nugen, Roy,N. M. to establish claim to the land
above described, before it . H
FOR SALE
Commissioner, at
Setting Eggs,, The S.C.W.L. Vnstpr. TI. S. Roy New Mexico,
at
office
hi3
nens,
ai
all from full biooaea
on the 25th day of April,
75 cents per set.

Freeman Brothers

MILLS

,

320

-
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PALOUSE-VALLEbutchered a hog Monday.
We must admit that "The
Hurrah for the little snows
Devil" beat us last week when
fine.
we attempted to call him down the wheat certainly
Grandma Johnson is visiting
and the treats 'are going his
her son Will.
way, but nothing like
Mary Shaw spent Sunday at
cigar would do.
the Price home.
Sunday nights seem to bring
Ruth and Juanita Harper
came down from Trinidad to bad weather and that postpones
('.
,
spend Easter with relatives and singing.
friends at Roy and' Mills. They Mary Shaw, Robert Shaw and
are attending High School at Mae Price took the eigth grade
Trinidad this winter and both county examination.
Farmers are busy plowing
hope that Roy will have her
county High School ready for and listing their ground for the
next winter term so they can spring crops.
Mr. John McDaniel and family
attend school closer to home. ;
spent Sunday at the canyons.
Jack Vernon of near GladMae Price is having the
stone, was in Roy from his measles this week.
ranch last Tuesday trading with
The literary was fine Friday
Roy's advertising merchants.
night..1',

that the Mosissue of. the
quero correspondent was handing us a cigar, but we are puz
zled to know what to do with it
as we never smoke.
J. B. Proctor has joined the
gasoline aristocracy. He has a
Ford which he gained posses
sion of in the land deal he made

If
ivi. wee that

shopping in Mills

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Ttoberts

Olve,

"Where your dollar does it's duty"

E.

J.H.ROY

SURVEYING AND MAPPING

County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the
Interior, Contests, etc.

.

THE

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor. ..
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
KBU18TKKICD

Entered as

second-clas-

s

town of Boy.

ALUD6T Í7. I9U

matter at the

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,

ABOUT BUSINESS
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For the past few days Roy
has been honored with the visit of Very Reverend Mother
M. Cammila and her Secretary
Sister Reynolds. The Reverend
Mother is most enthusiastic
about the development of St.
George's School and also of the

N

Published by

.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Mrs. Harry Wortman came
down from Trinidad last Sunday to spend a few days on the
ranch. We are of the opinion
that Harry is getting tired of

GET IN

batching it.

Floersheim and
Etna went to Trinidad Sunday to visit, their mother who
is in a hospital at that place.
Melville

sis-st-

er

Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Misner
were in Roy the first of the
A. S. Hanson manager of the
week attending to business mat Roy Trading Co. was a business
ters and trading with the best visitor in Roy the first of the
set ofjnerchants on the Mesa. week.
Mr. and Mrs. Misner read the
Mrs. B. Z. Hernden, mother of
S.A.every week and know where
Mrs. Harry Chambers ' of this
'
to get bargains.
place, returned to her home at
Gould Oklahoma Morfday after
A cold snap hit the Mesa several weeks visit with relatiWednesday morning and made ves at Roy and Wagon Mound.
us appreciate those mild warm
Rev. Cook of East Las Vegas,
days of February and Nearly
at the Christian
March. Yes March came in like preached
a lamb, but "WOW" she .went Church to a large audiences
Sunday morning and evening.
'
Out like a lion.

TOUCH WITH US
AND PUT OTHERS IN TOUCH WITH US

--

-

.

We notice an article in a daily paper to the effect that business conditions throughout the country are not half . as bad as
some people would have you believe. The article was written by a
financial expert, and he.takes occassion to say that the business
situation is largely a "State of mind".
We don't know how much stock the average Roy man takes
in that sort of reasoning, but we do know that too much pesimis-ti- c
talk does have, and is having a bad effect on conditions. Usually the man who drives ahead in the belief that things . are not as
bad as reported, and who realizes that the situation m the business world could be much worse, is the fellow who is getting along
best during these critical times. The business man, th laboring
man, who stops to worry about what tomorrow may bring forth,
instead of. making the most of today, works himself into such a
state of mind that he isn't in position to appreciate a change for
the better when it comes.
.There may be, after all, something worth thinking about in
the statement that conditions are largely "A state of mind'V At
any rate it is worth while looking around a little and seeing if the
men who are succeeding best are the ones who prefer, to look on
the bright side. Comparing business with for mervears : corrmare
this country with Russia; comparing your lot with the other fellow's isn't going to get you very far in the right direction. Try
smiling: ttry believing that tomorrowwill be better than today,
and we fuly believe you'll find busine3 conditions getting better
irom me very moment you start to do so.
,

L. E. Alldredge of Trinidad
was in Roy Wednesday visiting
relatives and looking after business matters.
L E. is looking
fine and is always glad to get
to Roy and call on old friends.

John Schneider left for
Illinois last week where he
will visit for a few weeks with
relatives and friends.

Le-mo- nt

Magnetos for Auto or Tractor
overhauled and recharged by
men who know hew.
Anderson Battery Station.

The Womens Missionary So
ciety met at'thé home of Mrs.
C. R. Bagwell last Thursday
afternoon.. There were even-tee- n
present and the subject for
discussion was "Christian Americanization" ; all present reported a pleasant and profitable
afternoon.
Refreshments were
served by the hostesses Mesda- mes Uagwcll and JJusey.
The
Society voted to hold all mee
tings hereafter in the homes of
the- Members and 01 Thursday
instead of Mondays. ' The next
meeting will be held at the home
of Mrs J. E. Brown on Thursday March 14th.

Groyer Hall, wife aná son of
El Paso who have been visiting
Grover is one of El Paso's
the Peter Hall and Joe Allen
families the past three weeks big policemen and is making
good in the border city;
returned to El Paso Tuesday.

0

many other ways besides safeguarding their deposits.
.

-

The Village Board met at
a special meeting Tuesday eve
ning to discuss various matters
that needed immediate attention
Several questions were taken up
and one particular importance to
the town was brought up for
consideration and that was the
the side walk question; after
the meeting to be held next
Monday evening, we will tell
you all about it.
--

..

When we can be of any special service to you, call us
up.

Regard this bank as your financial bureau.

Mr. Donald Foley of East
Vaughn is the new clerk at the
R. P. Shaya Company, he having
commenced work Thursday mor
oley comes well
ning. Mr.
recommended and no doubt will
be a valued addition to the Co.

Bom to Mr., and Mrs. McNeil
at the Plumlee Hospital last
A fine baby girl
Thursday;
Mother and babe doing nicely.
.

putting in :a stock
of dry goods and groceries in
,.E. J. H. Roy, J. W. Robertson the store building he has. built
and Listón Kobertson were, bu on the, Yates ranch in the Kep-ha- rt
neighborhood.
siness visitors in Las Vegas the
later part of the week.
Oscar A. 'Murphy and Frank
Work on the Liberty .Garage Smith of Mosquero are . new
is progresing nicely at present; readers of the S.A. this week.
the
"front has been placed We knew they would have, to
in this week and Mr. Pendleton become readers of the Mesa's
tells us .that the stuccoing will most valuable paper sooner or
be started as soon as the wea- later.
ther permits. Whan completed
the Liberty Garage will be one Ford. Magnetos recharged by
of the largest buildings in Roy experts. $2.50
and an added improvement to
Anderson Battery Station. ,
the town.
Mr. McNeil is

THE ROT' TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL

"A G o o d

&

SURPLUS

Bank For Everyone,!

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

;

The Ford Sedan, with electric starting and
lighting sys tem, demoun table rims vi th 5 Y -- inch
tires all around, is the ideal family car. because
cf its general utility and
and comfortable
equipment. Finely upholstered. - Plate g!as3
..windows. An open car in the spring, summer,
.and early fall., A closed car in inclement
dust-prooweather and winter. Rain-proo- f,
In
f.
the city or the country, a family car. The low
cost of operation and maintenance is not the
least of its charms. Won't you come in and
look it over?
BECK MOTOR CO'

2

per IDO

in

Macaroni Seed Wheat $1.65
per bushel in bulk.

Santiago Meastaes left for
Albuquerque Friday noon where
he will take Vocational training
for a few months.' Santiago is
one of our soldier bovs and is
receiving a pension from a par
tial disability incurred while
working for Uncle Sam.

Decline of $250. in the price
of á Moline Tractor.
$1150. F. O. B. Roy.

A. W. Farris 6f the Mills com
munity was in Roy the first of
the week.

The price is now

John Glascrow of near Ken- hart, purchased a newFordson
from the Beck Motor Co. last
Saturday; Mr. Glasgow is one of
Kephart's big farmers and wil!
go after it heavier than ever
hereafter.
.

;

!

"

-

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF STAR WINDMILLS
CYLINDERS AND PIPE.

pitsili pi m Mpnp (jtl-

-

-.

V

OPENING BALL.

,

Saturday, April the ninth,
Mr. Wm. Schoenerstedt of Hills
will give an opening Ball at the ,
building formerly occupied by
Mr. Adelo. .Lunch, Ice Cream,
Cigars and refreshments will be

served in connection.
Everybody Invited, best music
Admission $1.00
(Advertisement.)-

The School Bond Issue of
voted at Solano last
Tuesday carried by a nice majority and Solano will soon have
a fine
home for her
Public Schools.
$20,000

te

'

Ben F. Brown and Alfred
Kress of Mosquero were in Roy '
the first of
week to take
Hornbaker and Duncan havo the once overthe
of the' new County
begun their new building which High.
School' town.
'"'"
win nouse their planeing mill
and Cement works
The buil
C. W. B. Leatherman made
ding is being erected on the lots
soutn or vv. K. Urashers Oil a business trip to his ranch near
Station and will be of brick Ve- Solano the first of the week and
neer finish and will be a bauty got caught in the snow storm. '
The buildinjr will be 35 feet bv
60 and ample to take care of all.
Yes we apnreciate the nice
tne machinery they will install. snow of the first of the
week,
Roy has needed just such a fac- but the cold
weather
did
not
set
tory as they are building for good with us as We
decided
had
a long time and ve are sure that that Spring was
here. "
Messrs Hornbaker and Duncan
will make good in their new en
terprise.
We understand that several
Changes are being considered in
the lineup of officers for the
Mrs: J.W. Robertson and UTr- new County, from
the original
Dr. Gamble were business visi- list chosen.
how much
tors in Las Vezas the latter truth there is Just
in the statements
part of the week.
we are unable to say. .
-

H

$00,000.00

5!

FOR SALE;
Mr. Hoffman of Albuquerque
320 Acres, 8 miles East of
who has been in Roy the past
week looking for a location; we Roy; All fenced and at least 280
understand that he has purcha- acres can be plowed. ,
Richard Reynolds.
sed the J. B. Martin farm.
Roy, New Mexico.

Sudan Grass S
5-0-

We take pleasure in serving, our customers in a good

THE
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS.
Another light snow fell Saturday night and Sunday adding
more moisture to the Mesa's
already bountiful supply.
Wheat fields are green and
luxuriant and the most promising ever seen on the Mesa at
this time ofvthe year.
Miss Havens, with the
n
Chautauqua and Lyceum
people was a business visitor in
town last week booking the new
county seat for the Lyceum
-

.

-

Cad-mea-

course for next winter.
:

Hon." Antonio

Chavez,

exT

county Judge of UnionXIounty
was a business caller in Mosquero looking over the town for
a suitable location for a merchandise establishment that he
is contemplating installing in
'
the near future.
'; Hon.
Gallegos
F.
E.
returned
from Albuquerque where he
attended tte meeting' of the
State Sheep Sanitary Board
and also a meeting of the, leading Republicans of the State
where some of the differences
in regard to different appointments were partialy threshed
out.
Attorney J..E. Lusk, Mrs,
Addie Robertson .and Mrs. D.C.
Gamble returned from a trip to
Las Vegas where they were in
attendance at the District Court
in a suit between Mr. and Mrs,
Robertson. A temporary res
training order granted in the
matter and final hearing set for
"

March' 31st.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Dyke arri
ved from the East last week
and are busily engaged in visi
ting at the parental home of
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Fuller. Mr.
Dyke has purchased the mer
chandise stock of Alfred Kress,
and has completed the purchase
of the building and stock of
goods now carried by Dr. D. C.
Gamble in the drug store and
will put in a modern and upto-dat- e
mercantile establishment as
soon as the order of groceries
ordered from the wholesale

giggled and raid "Oh, Mr. McNeil, my sucker is broke" and
my friend said- - "Huh, who
wouldnt be broke when McNeil
made me pay for the gasoline,
the dinners and the ice cream
sodas''. "I submit, Mr. Presi
dent that I was embarassedy
The cigar was given to McNeil
and the Club adjourned.
The Los Angeles Examiner is
offering a handsome prize for
the most beautiful feminine foot
to be found in Southern California and many are the com
petitors. We do not claim to be
an expert on beauty and realize
that we are risking danger of
death in a violent form for writing this item in our beloved
"Mentiras" and that we are
probably taking on another
"scrap" that will make the ones
on hand with Smith of the Clayton News and Ogden of the
County seat Items look like
thirty cents worth of soap after

APRIL 2, 1921.
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Your Silent Pardner

We do everything in the Photo Line

Let us Frame your Diploma, License or

Money saved when you are young and ambiand prosperous, is a sort of
tious or middle-age- d
silent partner that becomes more important the
oldr you grow.

Pictures of any kind or size.
"""

later.

-

.

w

,

W

Kodak Finishing

regularly in the

Begin' now by depositing
Citizens State Bank.

"

c.

Jvodak

Repairing

Copying

'

"

r.r

'

.

.

Framing

CITIZENS STATE BANK

.;

U1UU UW

j

Farm Views
Enlarging

,

.

-

"

We have a good selections of Mouldings.

A few hundred saved during the next four1
or five years may mean the difference between
success and failure or between comfort and want

..

-

Cleaning old Pictures

Mills, New Mexico

a hard day's washing, but ..our
candor and honesty compels lis
to say that we don't believe
that there is. any such "anímale"
in existence as a, beautiful foot.
That is, taken in the raw or it's
neaked state. Of course they
may look all right when seen
through silk hose but with toes
that look like over grown grub
worms, at times, or crowded and
twisted and crooked by misfit
shoes, as ninety' nine percent of
our feet are now days they are
not beautiful. They have been
changed by evolution from a
former state of usefulness as
prehensile instruments and have
not yet adopted themselves to
our present uses and consequently may be serviceable and extremely useful when the car
breaks down or while the band
plays jazz music but as beautiful
ornaments they are failures.
You might tie bows of ribbons
on each toe, annoint them with
attar-- of roses and
hang bells
to the ankles - but you could
never make beautitul the human foot in it's present state of

Office Hours- -9 A. M, to 4 P. M.

L. E. DEUBLER
Photographer
Roy, New Mexico
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(From AUTOMOBILE TRADE JOURNAL), October
Mac-La- r
Battery Co. advertisement.
."The spectacular spike test as shown in the illustration
interests, convinces, and sells a customer almost instantly, Short-circuthe terminals with two twenty penny
spikes. The spikes become red hot then white hot
tlicfl melt right before the customers eyes. And this
test can be repeated timee after time without injuring
the plates. No further argument regarding the power
and durability of the battery is needed,"
"Business thus won, is easily kept and grows because
Master Battery is satis
the preformance of the Mac-La- r
factory to the highest degree." .
"The seven standardized models of the Mac-La- r
fit
every popular make of automobile. 18 months guarantee." WHAT GOOD IS A GUARANTEE IF NOT LIV19.20,

.

'

.

evolution. '
Mrs. Gertrude McNeil was
Mosquero is to be hoard from
to one of the hospitals at
taken
The boys
the coming season.
have gotten together and orga- Roy last week where she is re- nized a baseball team that ex- -, perted as being somewhat betpects to clean up on. the balance ter.
Dr. D. C. Gamble announces1
of the teams on the mesa, and
the
arrival of a fine baby gii
in fact in this part of the state
just as soon as they get in good at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
fighting shape. They are going Canuto Romero.
after the scalps of all other Mr. Phillip Miller was a busi
teams, are training for a stre- ness caller in town Saturday
nuous battle and are fully deter- and Sunday in search of a house
mined that
hard, work, stre- that he could rent as he has de
move to the county
nuous practice good material cided to
'
'
seat.
count for anything, to be the
Quashnick
Mrs.
and fa
Phill
champion team of the Mesa.
to
Rob't
returned
ther
Smith
Others take warning and govern
viMosquero
home
from,
their
a
yourslves accordingly.
Mosquero will have a liv sit in Texas where they had
Chautauqua this season. Word gone for treatment for Mr.Smith
has been received from the Eas- Mrs. Smith was reported' as
tern office that commencing on being sick which caused them
June 13th,
the' Chautauqua to return before the visit:.r.. was
would be in Mosquero for five over,
Mr. Stubbs who has a claim
days holding sessions afternoons
south
of .Mosquero, returned
and evenings. Some of'the best
absence bringing
from
a
winter's
entertainers of the country will
who will add
with
sister
him
his
be here and it will afford an
to the young
oportunity for our people who a welcome addition county
seat,
of the
are unable to make long and ex- folk's circle
Gamble,'
sold
having
Dr.
his
pensive trips to the cities to enjoy the music, ; the theatricals building, ; stock f of merchandise
store quipment to Mr. Isaac
and the lectures that are heard and
Dyke
who recently arrived from
in the. East at a slight cost.
has given possession of
the
East
Don't fail to arrange for the
' purchase of season tickets for the. store : and expects ,to give
yourself . and each member of possession of thé residence part
as his
the 'family and make your plans of the building as soon
Vegas,.
Las
wife
from
returns
to attend each number of this
We trust that the Doctor will
valuable entertaining and indecide to remain with us and

ED UP TO.

r

3

Mr. J. W. Maib of Roy, purchased a Mac-Lbattery.
Exactly nine months later it was SHOT, In asking an adjustment this is what was received:

'

m

t

n

ii'

ar

DETROIT TRUST COMPANY
Detroit, Michigan. .
-

,

:

Anderson Gararevnftf,
;Dear

January 20th, 1921.

.

il?nl

ir'IetteiS o4tíie 17th
to the
Littery Company is received by the underinst.,-addresse-

d

signed.
.
We the appointed Receiver of this company on Octo
ber 30th, 1920 and are proceeding with the liquidation of
its affairs. The company,. Therefore, CANNOT FULl
f FILL THE TERMS OF ITS GUARANTEE.
If you desire to file a claim with the Receiver under
the terms1 of same, please advise us and we will forward
you the proper blank form.
I
'
Very
respectfully,
,
;

-

'.".'.

-

;

i

.:.

Is

Extremely Lov

The

.

'

'

H?L. Stanton,
Vice President.

'

The Anderson Battery Station made good the above
cpmpany's guarantee.
ANDERSON GARAGE & MACH. WORKS.
:
Roy, New Mexico.
v
;

.It

only pays to buy the products of an old established
concern, with a good record behind them, such as the
U. S. L., Vesta, Exide or Gould.
.

I

,

,

...

'?:

11

Anderson

'

Battery Station

will

When you have Pump or Windmill troubles or have any work in
the Plumbers line, call Judy and
Baker and they will fix it.

f

U. S. L. BATTERIES

Water and Batteries testedFree

At Your Service
c

Qr-nel- as.

'

',

IVERY DAY WITH A LINE OF BAKERY GOODS THAT
ALWAYS PLEASE YOUR APPETITE.

IT IS OUR BUSINESS TO TRY AND ALWAYS PLEASE

WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE f AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP; WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
THIS LINE OF WORK.

OUR CUSTOMERS.

NEW SHIPMENT OF MA$ON'S
ARRIVED TRY THEM.

CHOCOLATES

JUST

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.

1

-

.

village cuuyjjeu

iiiia

w

mui

field Colorado which occured at
that place Monday! Rev. Terral
is the minister of the Methodist
Church at this place and has the
sympathy of the people of Roy

store to treat them tolce cream
sodas. ' Everything was going
fine until the straw that was
lKiinp: used by my friend's girl
doubled in the middle and she in his bereavement,

i

a

OilPi'.ll cv.Ticrs E'e frpjj!:!y amp-e- d
after each season's work at
tli uncommon economy in cost
upi:etp' and fuel.
Pract.'cally every OUPuIl owner will tel! you the cost of doing
Iris farra work now is much less than the former cost with horses.
First, the Ci;A cost is extremely low lower than that of any
other tractor built. Fuel economy has been one of the chief
characteristics of the OilPull frem the very first. It is designed
throughout
carburetor, motor, ooIing system, etc., for the use
of cheap fuels.
Then, the cost of upkeep is noticeably low. With every part
made ertro. strong, there is little need for repairs. For example,
"Old Number One," the first OilPull built 12 years ago, has
had a total repair bill of less than five cents a day.
'
are vital things for you to consider when you get ready
to buy a tractor. A tractor which is constantly in the repair
shop, instead of at work in the field, is a mighty unprofitable
investment. You want the OilPull kind.
It win pay you to drop in and see all four sizes of the OilPull.

.

--

-

'o,v"

on thá

-

Sjrs- -

ar

:

--

Mflriur.dWoi-1--

is

Mac-L-

4

v

k

:j.q:ko.

Koy, JNey

jf

buy or rest other property.
Dr. McKmney is still confined
to the house with a sick spell
that is giving the Doctor considerable trouble. His wife refrom Tulsa. Oklahoma in
turned
announced that a quorum was
to
be with him during his
order
present. Mr. Kress moved that
sickness.
he be "requested to tell about
Rév. Fr. De Keuwer, resident
his figth in Solano with Gonzaparish
priest, celebrated mass
les and the Gonzales dog" ChairThursday and uniMosquero
in
man moved that his motion was
holy
bonds of matri
in
the
ted
out of order. Mr. Brown moved
known young
well
mony
the
that a committee of three be
Mr. Luis
people
Carrizo,
from
pointed to ask him to sing'ub
Miss
Josefita
Gonzales
and
bles" and' motion failed to carry.
'"
The chairman announced that
base-ball
season is now at
The
the next order of business would hand,.
kids have orschool
The
be competition by the members
and
threaten to
ganized
nine
a
by
for the punk cigars offered
and clean
Mesa
out
go
the
over
the club for the Champion teller up on any other nine in the
of a story of an embarassing country
of equal weight and
circumstance. Several members sum total of years of age. Masfold stories of harassing expeAlfred Brown and Albert
riences and were hopeful of ter
are raising , a fund to
Wilson
Ed.
prize
until
winning the
equipment and
ball
buy
McNeil arose and addressing the
"Mr. President,
chair said
a friend and myself tool: a c tuNews has been received in
ple 'of young ladies to Roy llio
Roys
of the death of the wife of
shcv.'bg
other day and after
them around the high school Rev. J.H.D. Terral of Spring

IrmM

it

houses arrive.

structive institution.
The Mentiras Club met as
usual.
President Paul Kings
bury being absent, .Vice President Cottingham presided. Roll
was called and Scretary Foster

SPANISH-AMERICA-

JUDY & BAKER
jF&ESH

BREAD EVERY DAY

Successors to BAUM BROS.

i
!

'

'

'

Ideal Bakery & Cóúíect'ny

Roy,

New Mexico.

'

f

THE

County Seat
News
Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent
Ogden Sr Correspondent)

ilrvia

Easter day brought the best
snowfall of the winter, about six
inches of soft white blanket
greeted early morning church
.goers and many new easter bonnets failed to get displayed as
--

generally welcome and we're
hoping it reached out onto the

'
mesa.
A case in J. P. Court attracted
a large crowd Monday and the
court room had to be opened to
the spectators.
accommodate
A young man school teacher at
Holman made statments, im-

proper remarks and charges
a lady teacher at Mora
which she and her husband resented. He was errested and
.repeated , the remarks on the
witness stand, making statements, it is said which would
seem to be unwise if true and

if false.. He was
fined $50.00 and costs on one
charge and $25.00 and costs on
the other. We have known of
.direct action in no more serious
ceases where husbands were not
punished severely for taking the
law into tneir own nanas.
Good Friday was celebrated
very generally here along with
their "Holy Week" ceremonies,
Many
in the usual manner.
spectators witnessed parts of
the rites. Being a Lodge Man
ourself, we have no criticism of
the rites of other orders.
AcA
Unn Tcn TA i rf T o
Pueblo, of Vegas, was in Mora
Monday on business connected
:
j.:
i nn
"ii me tr
wun
vocational naming vi
;
He has tried, to
quit the service but has not had
his resignation accepted as yet.
pillainous

.

;

17--

1

1

Jas. Prichard, the carpenter
nas LHKeii a con au acti. tu uuuuJ
a flume for an irrigation 'ditch
along the new highway.
It is
480 feet long and 18 feet high to
the box, and will give him a
chance to demonstrate his abi
lity as a builder.
Bonds for the additional sum
to build the Mora SchoolhoHse
were sold Monday and the con
tract will soon be thrown open
to bids. Several parties are fi
guring on the job.
Fabian Chavez,
J
Clerk, plans to go to Santa Fe
soon and will move his family
His talen
there this summer.
is too well known for us to hope
to keep him here longer.
Luis Pacheco, Dep. Clerk, and
Levi Madrid, Dep. Supt, started
for Santa Fe Saturday noon to
attend Easter services and transact some business. They were
stopped by the storm at Las
Vegas and spent the day there
t

i--

ty

warfare against Ben and his
"Mentiras" Mt is true, we did
encourage him in starting the
"Infan t Industry" but, who
would have thought he'd have
kept it up so" long.
We admit, We did "Come to
he mountain, as did Mohammet,
and found a court house already
built and all the bonds for the
great price thereof still to be
paid (By the west end ot Harding County) That was a stroke
of diplomacy which proved the
people here expected the division for the last ten years at
least. Just how it was done is
not for publication.
We also admit that ríen sat
moodly in his armchair at Mosquero beckoning coaxingly to
the County Seat until it just
had to fly down and eat out of
his hand. Yes, there is method
in his madness, but he only got
the said seat four miles further
from our farm than we'd have
put it after all.
The Treasurer s ottice has
had a fierce time over, the collection of the penalty on delin
quent taxes. The - State Tax
Commissioner wrote them to
not collect any ' more penalty
till August, Next day they recalled if and said H.B. 1000 didnt
apply as they thought it did, so
they had to get the Dist. Atty to
advise and finally it got back
to the old law that penalty was
due from December after the
30 days notice had' elapsed.
Do you remember Under bhe-riff John Wootton, saying in his
.

'

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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Ray Leach will hold a public
Sale at his ranch home about
three miles south west of Roy
on Tuesday April 12th. He will
offer at auction 10 good milk
cows with calves at side, or will
be fresh within a few days of
sale. .Also 6 good horses, all
kinds of farm machinery, inclutractor with
ding One Case
.100 Rhode
full equipment,
Island Red chickens. Household
goods of every discription, 1500
feet of native lumber and many
other articles too numerous- to
mention. .Watch for the large
bills which will be out next week
8

-

:

'

new room to his residence,v
which, will add much to the ap
Friend here received Easter pearance and comfort of his
greetings from Mrs. AgnessJ home.
Harry Stuart was transacting
Wortmann and children in the
won
pictures,
ia
it
business with the
orm of their
derful how the children have Co., in Roy one day last week.
grown, and what fine stalwart
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Moore
girls and boy they are. Mrs. were business visitors to Roy
Wortmart is not as stout as she last Saturday.
was, and looks many years
Mbs. Jay Gordon and family
younger than when she was
Dawspn spent Easter at the
of
a resident here.
L. A. Canon home.'
parental
Holmes
m
is
Mrs. 'Robert
the Self Hospital at Roy suffer
George Lucas has completed
ing with appendicitis.
an adobe garage at hi place.
Saturday was one of our
windy days, but the snow storm
on Sunday following made us
Don't forget the R. R. Leach
forget the inconvience of Satur- sale Tuesday April 12th.
incis
day. Much additional
ure was put into the ground.
Joe Woodward is building a
W. lí. Copien, Vice President
LIBERTY

.

-

NOTICE to the PUBLIC . .
On and after April' 1st, the
price per head for watering
stock at the City Water tank
will be $1.00 per head per month
cows, horses or burrows. This For sale-16- 0
acres 8 miles N.E.
means those who water daily at
hole on place, price
Roy
water
of
the tank. Water delivered by
Vance
W.J.
per
acre.
$15
the tank 20 cents perv barrel;
Tucumcari N.M.
single barrel lots 25 cents each.
C.W.B. LEATHERMAN

I. C. Dodds

and
Machine Work,

For

-

AT THE OLD STAND,

Auto Livery
guarantee to get you there and
get you back.

WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J.

Ralfad Tixier of Bueyeros.

was trading

with Roy merchants Wednesday; while h'ere-hvisited at his sonihlaws home
Mr. Manuel Naranjo of south of
town.
Miss Shirley Nutter who has
been visiting Raton friends the
past week returned home Tuesday.

Ed Coleman and family left
for Medford Oklahoma last Saturday where they will visit for
a few months.
Philip N. Sanchez, Secretary
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE

IN

TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

Telephone Dodds.

IN

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

Complete indexes to all lands.
compiled to all lands in Mora County.
of parties living outside of state attended to.
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes, etc.
"copies of any recorded instruments furnished.
CKKT1F1K1J
attended to, Deeds, Mortgages, etc.
RECORDING
NOTAR VvVbRK of all kinds executed.
.

All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
veru reasonable charges.
YOL'R BUSINESS SOLICITED

LOST: Between P.O. and
that
campaign speech
Beck Motor Co. orBap- they'd find us a job here it it
tist Church a ladies wrist
was only digging ditches. Well
watch and chain. Initials RID
W.
he was a prophet all right, we
in back.$5.00 reward for
are helping build a ditch as asto S.A.office.
loafsistant to Pritchard. This
Live Stock and Farm Sale
ing finally got on our nerves and
For Sale Several fresh covvs,
it wag. either go to work or
good milk stock. Why pay high
may
do
start a newspaper. We
price for milk when I will sell
stunt yet, but just
you one on easy terms. See T,
howwe are trying to earn an
O. Scott, 3 miles N. E. of Roy.
Real Estate
honest living.

Prop'r

White

Martin

raesday.

ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.

D. Wade,

at; Roy

-

ABSTRACTS
ll AXKS

Call

General Blacksmith

9 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Alyia Wilson of ' Mosquero
teas in Roy on business Wed- -

re-tu-

DO YOU WANT

an

A HOME?

Auctioneer

the-latt-er

Route A
Mills, New Mexico

H.M.Harper of Mosquero was
business in Roy
Wednesday.

transacting

The Spanish American is heels
over head in job work this week
and we hardly had time ' to get
the S.A. out and keep the job
work going.
..

1

FATJO'S HONEY

Baum Bros.
at the

Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
For Sale by the Case
and in 5 Gal; Cans
Retailed by all
Leading Grocers

stand
Italian Bees and Queens
With a line of self oiling
windmills, stock pumps, Oliver
xFOR SALE: Orange Cane Seed and Emerson implements, farm P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex.
and Pearl Millet seed at $2.00 wagons, "Z" type pumping oil
ETC.
Engines
and
lasts.Come
while
it
per hundred
A REAL BARGAIN.
at once if you want the best on
Prices
160 acres fine farm land, one
the mesa; bring your own sacks.
mile of Roy. Price at $35.00 per
O. A. MURPHY Mosquero R.l
acre for quick sale, half cash
92- - 16- - 23 pd
balance terms.with reasonable
Lowest.
interest. .See or write:
Harry Hoskins, travelling saMcCarger and Hooper
We are closing out our Auto
lesman for the Morey Mer. Co.
Roy, New Mexico.
was looking after his trade in and Tractor oils.
Roy and Mills last Wednesday.
BAUM BROS
.

Still

old

WE will sell you one in the land of opportunity near
Roy New Mexico the garden spot of the great Southwest
Land that will produce, wonderful climate, good markets,
fine schools, where crops pay for your land in two to three
years. Priced within reach of the small investor. Country developing very rapidly. land advancing fast, ACT.
NOW before it is out of your reach.

Fatjo Apiaries

;

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO

McGarger & Hooper

Attractive

Lower .than the

ROY, NEW MEXICO

,

N

NEW MEXICO.

ROY,

Elmer E. Veeder
ATTORNEY
AT LAW

instead.
Room 9, First Nat'l
Mr. McMath, of WagonMound
Bank Bldg,
member of the, State Tax Com- i
i
mission, nas oeen nere seveiai
days on Tax business.
Tom McGrath, County Assessor, has found some radical
changes necessary in some tax
Schedules.
It is appalling to
learn of the brazen affrontery lllllllllllllllllllHIIIII!lllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllflllllllllE
of some people in the matter of
x
j giving in their taxes. If the law
1
could be enforced in this matter
. as it is in some lesser crimes, it
would put a lot of people in the
.. criminal class where they belong
and reduce the rate of taxation I
enrmously.
Ask the man who owns one
Mora has a Sunday diversion I
Free booklet on request.
which I
in the way of
are held frequently bvei in the
'
Pioneer Garage
Hot Springs community. Crowds
S
Mosquero, N. M.
running into the hundreds wit- P
s
staare
which
ness the3 events
'
& GOODYEAR TIRES'
FISK
3
I
ged every nice sunday afternoon.
FORD PARTS
Some very classy events are re
FREE BATTERY SERVICE
ported. We could create a sen I5
sation if we had one of Agent SIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPE
here to
Gray's real game-cocHEY! $700 Cash will take my
exhibit at the ringside.
Thev County Superintendent Equity in 200 acres of land 'in
has instituted an innovation in Union County and located in the
.he matter of paying warrants N.E.1-4- , the S.W.1-- 4 and the
r school supplies. It seems to S.E.1-- of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 23
for the
"h .ve been the custom
merchants' and wise ones to E.N.M.P.M. Balance of $1000
sin in and get theirs while the due the state in 26 years.
others who haul wood, janitors, Enquire at the S.Á.Of fice.
and the common geesers te wait
till there was nothing else to WANTED TO RENT FARM
I have a
farm for
nav before they got their pay
Now all the smaller bills are to rent; well improved, ISO acres
mile,
The naid first and even up the broke.. School
score a little. It is not a popular and daily mail Jby door; 20 miles
ml in sr with some parties but it north of Roy and 12 miles east
Extra gqpd soil.
goes, as they will find regard- of Abbott.
less of politics or any other Want one-- f oarth of crop. Apply
theories conflicting with a squ- at the Spanish American office
for contract or write direct to
are deal to all.
Elbert Piper, Noble. Okla.
om
m
relented
afloat
W have
;

East Las Vegas,
New Mexico

What do y ou
think of those
smart little
"MAXWELLS"

Cock-Figh- ts

i

-

.

THE FAMOUS HOLT

BAGWELL SERVICE
STATION.

TvN-- "Ii i

Bring your eletncal repair
work, and Magneto recharging
where you know they will re
ceive expert attention.
Have those blown out tires
fixed before it is too late. Are
you getting the service from
your Battery you should, it
not; bring it in.
All work guaranteed.

i

I

....

J

I

I'll ti it.,

i t y

j

Rc&us,ptofl:
Self-Propell-

Combine Harvesting

ed

M

C. R. BAGWELL

At Wm. Brashears oil station.
A girl for genera!
see or write to Mrs,
Don Bradley. Mosquero, N. M
at once.

I f I
AI

achine ry

WANTED

housework",

FOR SALE
One span of 8 year old work
horses, also good wagon and
almost a new set of harness. If
interested, write to E. Evans
Mills, New. Mexico.

Í

'
NOTICE
April
1st, we
On and after
will furnish from one cow Vt
per cent butter fat at 12 '2
We solicit
cents per quart.

your patronage.
Mattie Mae and Elma Lee

ks

--

4

--

320-ac-

re

one-ha- lf

i?OR RENT

Parsonage at Solano, 5 room
home, will rent four rooms and
reserve one for myself, call or
write Rev. McMillen, Solano,
,

New Mexico.
FOR SALE: Good German
Millet Seed; none better in the
state. Price at rasch 22c per
lb. Bring your own sacks.
F. M. Woodard
.
Roy, New Mexico.
Route "A"
.

MILLET SEED
German and Siberian; choice
and recleaned. price 3 cents per
pound. Sacks not furnished.
C.

J. Burton
Schno, N.

Let us tell you how you can put your wheat in the
at ONE FOURTH the CQST of heading and threshing.

WM BRASHEARS
E. A. FLAVELL
Salesman.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
HOLT MANUFACTURING COMPANY..

THE

110

W0L1EÍI

CANNOT
Implement

&,

Machinery Sale

i

out surplus stock at 30
less than wholesale while they
last,
for cash or noteg approved by your
local banker; Tractors. iMotor Cultivators Trucks, Grain Thrashers,
Bean Thrashers, Fanning:
Gas
Engine, Cream Separators, Mili,
Binders,
Harrows, Plows,
Rak.
Drills, Bean Harvesters, Ford Luggage Carriers. Grain and Bean Test-in- s
Scales, Etc.
Write for Price, and Particulars.
'

Farm

Machinery Company

Í817 13th St

tUU:.

Denver.

FANCY

wi

ItRKAKFAST

jou pay retail 13.00, our
pkg. Special After
cnarKB you Z.4U,
our price $1.5.muera
Delivered free any- states,
aena ror
... ". 11,0. "i-ea
,.
.
'
i 110 per
uiai na
ave from twenty to forty
cent
Wfcol-ea- l.
Supply Co.
"kSrV?"1
"i" oi., f. u. cos 1442, Denver.
price J1.60;

-

b.

HOME OF THE COLE
lWVi THE UST IN
MRS.
USEO

Writ

Roy

lii for Complot

lofornitlon.
1225 IMAOWAV

ill.

y

CO

(HELL
WITH

EYE

CLASSES

CWPIITE
UISE IFHERICAl IPC
URSES

TOIUC OPTICAL CO., 151

bfclt'l'

A.

ipO.O(

Stout

HOHFOHU,
Distributor
"ERIE CORDS"

See our exhibit Auto Show, April
4 to 9, 1921
Wetter Tire
Bettor Servio

PAINT8

Slock Roof Piot, tilWall floor Cleener, con, 10t; Woll Popor,
ioiible roll. 30e.
gKHO FOR SAMPLES,
arrow Point
Woll
Co., 14t a Colli., Onm

lo, ytt;

nr

GRVND

DRY CLBAKINO
any color.

dyed

Out-of-to-

viven prompt

attention.
satisfactory service.

yean

Handing.

Garments
work

Twenty-thre- e

Seventeenth

G

run 4

a not Losan

St,

SHOES REPAIRED
tero Is

ruca
TORY.

u

U. g.
Doom prteoi. Uwotlsfoclory work
our oipenoo.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FAG'
YELLOW
FRONT,
STREET,
1553 CHAMPA

KODATfC!

"ND

KASTMAJf

KODAK

26'

KODAK
Deem Photo

Thl
Cosusny.

FINISHING.

Mitirlili

COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.

SANITARY CLEANING & DYEING
Dill

Orden

Olwn

Pronpt Attention.

10 Eut Colfax.

ALT Y an asset to all women. When
in Denver, call at Charles Hair and
oeauty anop. 410 16th St., Denver, Coto.

M

10

PRATT'S

".

CCSTUMERS-Muquer-

.

Mu orain toncina.

82

fflgo,
Thealrlcol.
15m St., Dontor,

.

son lolklud.

Cuttllo't Hair Storn,

6211

19th

St., Oonw.

KLOWEIIS FOR AH, OCCASIONS.
rant l' lorai Co., ,1643 Uroadway.
PARLOUS. Hair Goods by
Miiucent Hart Co.. 721 16th St
HOI!
.irwem.iiv rn nia.
monda, watches, silverware. Out towa
raerá careful attention Est. 1873.
WALL PAPFR. Wholoiolo: nmplo booka far.
BKAUTY

man.

mo.

SUIRT

AUTO TOPS.

Mail orders.

1R0S.,

1435

PLACE.

COURT

Sida and back curtains,
C. P. Bliss. 1351 Court PI

NEW PARACHUTE

RECORD ESTAB

LISHED.
Lieutenant

Hamilton Drops 24,400
Foot From Airplane.
Champaign, III. A new word record

for a parachute leap was established
when Lieut A. O. Hamilton dropped
24,400 feet, four and three-fifth- s
miles,
from an airplane at Chanute field. He
made the ascent In a DeHavlland B-plane piloted by Lieut. Harry Wedding- ton and descended In a regulation
parachute. He slept during the hour
and twenty-si- s
minutes required to
make the ascent, but kept much awake
during the drop. '
"It was just like any other leap,"
was his only comment.
Special arrangements were made for
the feat. The plane and, motor were
tuned up by the field's experts. Lieu
tenant Weddlngton was dressed for an
altitude flight, but Lieutenant Hamil
ton wore only the regulation outfit,
However, he was wrapped In blankets
and the rear cockpit In which he sat
was covered with canvas. A wire
4

The records of County Treasurer
Bayne of Grant county, N. M., show
that in the month of February over
$90,000 of the 1920 taxes were collect
ed, the total of all the fees and taxes
turned into the office being $92,870.
Citizens of Alamogordo, N. M., are
planning the construction of a public
swimming pool. Alt are enthusiastic
over the proposition and It Is thought
that a pool will, be a big asset to the

Compound before I
could see it was heln.
ing me. I am keeping bouse now and
am able to do all of my work. I cannot
say enough for your medicine. It haa
done more for me than any doctor. I
have not paper enough to tell you how
much it has done for me and for my
friends. You may print this letter if
you wisn.
Elizabeth u. corley,
care of A. P. Corlev. Edmund. 8. C.
Ability to stand the strain of work ia
we privilege 01 tne strong ana neaitny,
but how our hearts ache for the weak
and sickly women struggling with their
oaiiy rounaa 01 Household duties, with
backaches, headaches, nervousness and

community.
...
At a special meeting the
cial Club of Las Vegas, N. M
that the Cowboys' Reunion
held again this summer If

Commer-

decided

must be
possible.

Secretary Root reported that some
$3,500 had been raised and that an
effort would be made to get more.
W. M. Elliott, foreman for the Dla
niond A Cattle Company and one of the
best known stockmen In the vicinity of
Silver City, N. M., Is dead at his home
almost every movement brings a new from heart failure. He had been a cat
pain. Why will not the mass of letters tie man of Grant county for many
from women all over this country, which years.
we nave oeen puMisning, convince suca
The Clovis, N. M Gun Club, with fif
women that Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vcnre.
table Compound will help them just aa ty members in the initial organization,
recently held a meeting for the elee
11, uta
mea. voriey 1
sureiy
tlon of officers, Milton Brown being
chosen as the new president. A range
Hard to Convince.
"A man may look like a statesman will be fitted up soon and practice will
and still be a dub," remarked the dis be started by the team.
gruntled citizen.
Surveyors are now at work on the
"I'm not denying that' said Senator highway between Colfax and Maxwell,
Shortsworthy, "What makes me doubt N. M., and the work of grading the
the wisdom of the plain people Is the road will be started soon. The surfac
fact that it sometimes takes the con ing will be completed arly rn the sum
stitüents of that kind of officeholder mer, thus making another main high
twenty years to get his number."
way Into Raton.
Birmingham
A cotton gin in Roswell, N. M., to
take care of the season's crop Is now
Important to Mothers)
assured, according to the reports reExamine carefully every bottle Of ceived
since a meeting of the farmers
CASTOHIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It which was recently held. Practically
all the acreage needed has been seBears the
cured and the crop will be one of the
Signature of
principal ones of the valley during the
In Use for Over 80 Years.
coming season. .
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Senate Bill No. 158, amending the
present law relating to the sale of
Trout a Cannibal
of
The trout la rnnnihnllatl
tVoilIno- bonds to secure the indebtedness
upon its own kind when necessity counties, school districts, cities, towns
compels, says the American Forestry and other municipal corporations by
Magazine, and In numerous instances changing the restriction upon the
amount for which such bonds could be
when necessity does not compel.
sold,, was vetoed by Governor Thomas
E. Campbell. The measure was passed
WOMEN! USE "DIAMOND DYES"
by the last Legislature.
The farmers of Quay county, N. M
Dye Old Skirts, Dresses, Waists,
have shipped four car loads of broom
Coats, Stockings, Draper!
corn to the eastern markets, this being
Everything.
the largest shipment of the season
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" The price paid to the growers was $75
contains easy directions for dyeing any per ton, which means that the crop will
article of wool, silk, cotton, linen, or brjng a neat sum to the farmers of this
mixed goods. Beware!
Poor dye vicinity and will no doubt mean that
streaks, spots, fades, and ruins mate the acreage will be greatly increased
Buy during the coming season.
rial by giving It a "dyed-look.- "
"Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist haa
Arizona is a big factor in the mining
Color Card. Adv.
world. This fact is clearly brought out
in the list of officers and committees
And How Many There Are!
An old fool Is one who thinks that for 1921 for the American Mining Con
when a pretty girl smile's at him she's' gress, James S. Douglas, prominent
mining man of the southern part of the
flirting Instead of laughing at him.
state, Is a member of the board of diToledo Blade.
rectors, while Norman Carmlchael of
the Arizona Copper Company In Clif
ton, Is on the committee of state vice
presidents.
Age-Heral-

'

from the canvas to Lieutenant
seat .was used by the pilot
to release the covering. The rush of
cold air awoke Lieutenant Hamilton,
who stepped on a platform at the side
and when the plane was. In position
leaped Into space.
The parachute
opened perfectly.
Lieutenant Hamilton landed seven
miles northeast of Chanute field.
There was little wind when he
jumped, but at an altitude of 18,000
feet a strong current engulfed his
parachute. He declared there were no
peculiar sensations at any time during
the descent.
Another airplane was sent up after
the big DeHavlland began the flight.
It followed Lieutenant Hamilton during his descent and carried him back
to Chanute field. It Is declared at the
field that the record will stand as official. Before the flight was, attempted
the baragraph was ' set at zero and
sealed. It will be sent to Washington
to be calibrated,
's

r

,

Postal Lays New Cable.

New, York.
Announcement
made by Clarence. H. Mackay,

was
presi-

dent of the Postal Telegraph-CablCompany, of the laying of a new submarine cable by that company between
Miami, Fla., and Havana, Cuba, which
supplements the present cable of that
company from New York to Havana,
Cutja, thereby furnishing an alternate
route. The new cable landing at
Miami will be connected by direct
wires with all offices of the Postal
Telegraph Cable Company's system.
e

,

"llJLL"
DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes for

ADOPTED

AT MASS

IN CAPITOL

BY

WOMEN.

Vert table

GENUINE

MEETING

(Wnura Novipor Union Novo Strrko. )

-

HAIR GOODS

aunet

RESOLUTION

u

AND WALL PAPER

Mat, (ilion, J2.90

Howe

y

After Every Mea!

VMUT

DISARMAMENT

,

New Mexico
and Arizona

Edmund, S.C. "I was run down with
nervousness and female trouble and suf
fered every month.
I was not able to do
any work and tried a
lot of medicine, but
got no relief. I saw
your medicine advertised in a little book
that was thrown in
If
my door, and I bad
not taken two bottles
i of Lydia E. Pink- -

'ham's

Ml

News

From All Omr

i.

Read MnXorley's Letter and
Benefit by Her Experience

Closing-

The Western

Southwest

WORK

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The Old Dominion Company, one of
the oldest producers of copper In Arizona, will discontinue operations.
In
making this announcement, President
Charles S. Smith stated that the com
pany Is carrying a large surplus of cop
per produced at high cost and for
which there is no market. Operations
will be reduced gradually over a period of several weeks until ore and coke
on hand have been exhausted.
The much discussed Arizona indus
trial commission bill has been signed
by the governor.
The bill creates an
Industrial commission of three members, serving terms of two four and
six years, each at a salary of $4,000
per year. The commission will appoint
Its own secretary.
An immediate embargo on Imports
of wool was suggested by the New
Mexico W ool (J rowers' Association in
a message sent to President .Harding
by President I'ragermiller of the asso
elation. The decision to send the wire
was reached after many wool growers
In the state had voiced their opinion
that an embargo would be the only
chance of saving the wool growing industry from terrific financial damage.
Oral argument 'before the Interstate
Commerce Commission on the application of the Arizona railroads for Increased rates was postponed, from
March 20 to April 2t, E. It. Raiininktuof the Southern Arizona Traffic Asso- infion has been notified bv letter. The
delay was caused by a similar battle
n Wisconsin, which has reached such
iroportions that it may result la being
ised as a test ase and may be a basis
n which the Arizona vcnse Is settled.
Two new automobiles sales agency
)uildings Containing thirty-thre- e
cars,
nost of tliem second-hand- ,
were de
frayed and ne fireman was severely
njured in . tire at Phoenix. Numer- us extkjg'ons made the work of the
Iremen dangerous. Ed Evans a vol- nteer fireman, was blown thirty-fivce by one of the explosions and suf- ercd bruises nud cuts with possible
Injuries. The buildings which
vere burned were completed only last
nil and were considered nmong the
nest or tlieii- - kind in the state.
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A necessity
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Kept Right

15 STATES

WANT AGREEMENT BETWEEN BIG
NATIONS TO REDUCE WAR
PREPARATIONS.

OVoitora Neoipapor Uoloa

Soot Borneo. I

Washington, March 28.

A resolution
requesting President Harding to "call
a conference of the nations on world
disarmament" and asking that in
creased appropriations of Congress for
armaments be postponed pending such
conference was adopted at a mass
meeting held In advocacy of disarmament under the auspices of the Wom
an s Disarmament Committee.
Senator Borah of Idaho again advo
cated an agreement between the
United
States, Great Britain and
Japan to reduce naval armaments and
charged authors of the programs for
Increased armaments with being sed
ulous patrons of Bolshevism, painstak
ing and Industrious gardeners of un
rest and misery."

o

3

t!4h

Other speakers were Representative
Frear of Wisconsin, Mrs. Ida Clyde
Cark and Edward F. Grady of the
American Federation of Labor.
Mrs. Florence Kelly of New York.
who presided, said the meetings "mark
the spontaneous uprising of women on
the first Easter on which they have
had power."
Mr. Grady said that the American
Federation of Labor Joins "In demand
Ing that the statesmen do something
at once to bring aboijt a definite' pro
gram for world disarmament."
"We, however, clearly recognize," he
added, "that we cannot disarm while
other nations are armed. But we want
disarmament, the reduction to be gradual and by general agreement."
Among telegrams read was one from
W. J. Bryan, saying he "was heartily
In favor of disarmament
for an
agreement with other nations, if possi
ble ; by our example, If necessary."
"There Is no way to bring about dis
armament except through agreement
with the other naval powers," Senator
Borah said. "It should never be our
purpose to leave our country Insecure,
but It should be our determined pur
pose to bring about such an agreement as. will, bring security .without
bringing bankruptcy.
"Great Britain has again taken up
the program of building.
Japan Is
adding to her program. And we are
still to have the greatest navy in the
world. So the race Is on.
'Through an agreement or under
standing which puts an end to naval
competition, we can reduce taxes, re
store faith In the government at home
and ' augment friendly
relations
abroad."
Representative Frear said that the
last administration had submitted
"amazing" peace-tim- e
naval estimates
and that the navy appropriation bill as
reported to the Senate would have
levied $25 on every American family.
"Protection for America," he said,
Is a captivating slogan following the
war. Behind all movements for a
larger" navy, investigations disclose
that powerful influences are strongly
entrenched whose interests and Industries depend on liberal appropriations.
By a similar coincidence we may reasonably expect,' until the naval bill
passes Congress, sensational headlines
and editorials advising Congress and
the country that Japan Is planning to
capture Hawaii and the Philippines
and everything In the Pncific from the
Behring sea to the kingdom of Yap
and the Cannibal isles."

Still Sc
Iks steadily

W RIG LEY'S

kept to the
price,
tad to the same hltf. standard of quality.
pre-w-

ar

tío other floody lasts so
lottf-co- sts
so little or does '
so much for you.

The meeting, It was announced, was
held simultaneously with others In fif
teen states.

' Handy to
In

carry-benef- icial

of flavor- -a

effect-f- ull

solace and comfort for
youná and old.

THE FLAUOfl
LASTS

1

Langdon Buried In U. S. A.
Boston.
Lieut. Warren H. Lang
don, II. S. N
whose slaying by
a Japanese sentry at Vladivostok,

Jan. 8, last, created an "interna
tional incident," was buried with
full naval honors in Forest Hills
cemetery.
The funeral was from the
home of the slain naval lieutenant's
parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. William C.
Langdon, 17 Thomas street, Jamaica
Plains.-

-

,

-

Vaseline

üúü
Scaled fi(if

Insurance Must Be Converted.
Washington.
The war risk Insur
ance bureau has sent out a warning to
all former service men that their war
time or term Insurance must be con
verted Into permanent policies before
March 3, 1920.
Honor Bert Leston Taylor.
Chicago. Hundreds of persons of
fered tribute to the memory of Bert
Leston Taylor, whose column, "A Line
of Type or Two," they formerly read
in the Chicago Tribune. The gathering
ras such a cosmopolitan one as B. L.
T." addressed each day for years
hrough his column. Authors, musl- ians, newspaper men, business and
professional men and many women and
children were Included In the throng
that attended the memorial service.

Pilgrim Descendants

In Cape May.

There are said to be more descendants of the Mayflower passengers In
Cape May county, New Jersey, than
In any other like section of the coun
try.. Cape May was settled by whale
men from New England and there are
many families there who lost trace of
their distinguished ancestry, but the
facts were recently unearthed by Rev",
Paul Sturtevant Howe, the pastor of
the Episcopal church at Cape May.

FKECECLES

to Ch Rid el
Nwb u Tim.
TkM Ugly Spott.
Thoro's ao lonoer tbo alirhtaot aood at
foollnc aihamod of your frockloo, aa Othlno
doubt, otrongth la f uarantood to romOTO
thooo bomolj apota
Simply
aa ouneo of Othlno doublo
ironam irora your uruggiot, ana apply a
llttla of It nloht and mornlna and you
ohould ooon ooo that .von tb. wont (rookie
novo begua to dioappoar, while the lighter
onoo have vaalohed entirely.
It la eeldom
that mor. than on. ounce ta needed to com.
pleteiy clear the akin and aaln a beautiful
clear eomplezloa.
Be our. to aak for tb. double otrength
Othlno, aa thla la cold under guarantee ol
money back U It falla to remove f rook loo.

ft

Conventional Indoor Dress.
"Did you ever have an ambition to
do something In life?"
"Yes, mum," said the supplicant for
broken victuals.
"What was it?'"I wanted to be a drum major and
strut around In one of them pretty red
uniforms with gold braid on it, but the
only uniform I ever wore was a striped
one." Birmingham
-

Age-Heral-

Catarrh Can Be Cured

Catarrh is a local dlaeasa ereatly influ
enced by constitutional conditions. It
therefor, requires constitutional treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
is taken Internally and acta through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
HALL'S CATARRH
the System.
MEDICINE destroys the foundation of
the disease, gives the patient strength by
Improving the general health and asilsta
nature in doing Its work.
au Druggists, circular rree.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

prevents many a man frotífi

Self-lov- e

hating

a hypocrite.

Her Reason.
'Cindy, who had served her mistress
faithfully for some months, suddenly
announced her Intention of leaving.
"Why, 'Cindy," said the lady, aghast
at such a misfortune. "I thought you
were pleased with your position. I'm
sure pleased with you. What can be
the trouble?"
"Well, ma'am, I tell yo how 'tis.
They's too much movement o' the
dishes fo' de fewness ov de vlttles."
Harper's Magazine.

It Is far easier to say you do just
as you please than It Is to do It
MISSOURI FOLKS TESTIFY
that there are no
1 thinkmedicines
on the

Tina, Mo.

market to equal Dr.
After out
Pierce's.
baby girl came my

wife was in weakened condition and
eould not regain hea
strength. She took
even bottle of Dr.

Pieroe'g Favorite

Prescription and got

well and strong. She
says that she just
. .
i
A
euuiuj nut gee aw tig

without it.
"I have used the
JA
Pleasant Pelleta' fog
constipation for years am never without
them.
"I always recommend Dr. Pierce's
temedies."-W- M.
E. REYNOLDS, Route 1.
Dr. Pierce's medicines contain no alcohol and are sold by all good druggists.
Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Iivallds
Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y., tor a trial package of any of his remedies or write for
tree confidential medical advice.

fl

II

íTa

tf1á

Aii Eiun

uoun

'owFcelsFiiio
Eztonls Ended
His Troubles

"Eatonic is tbe only thing I hava
found to stop my heartburn and I
It's difficult, to make light of the think It has been a great help in
nervous spells," writes G. C. Johnson.
shadow of suspicion.
An upset stomach may cause lots
of suffering all over the body. Eatonic
helps In such cases by removing the
cause of the misery, because It takes
ULf Him
mir rno ptpms nmn
and gases and keeps the digestive organs In natural working order, A
tablet after meals Is all you need. Big'
Bv Usina box costs only a trifle with druggist's
,

KILL RATS TODAY

the Genuine,

tins'

126 MA5"I0TT1 JACKS

ELECTRIC PASTE
The guaranteed "killer" forlUito.Mloe.OoekToftcbeo,
tbe greateot known arriera
Ante and WateTbuoe
of dloeaee. They onotroT both food and property.
Bteamo' Blentrlo Piute force tbee pette to run
from tbe building for water end fresh air.
EK
THAN TRAPS
BJGADT FOR
IMieetlona in 16 languagee in every bol.
Two auna, D6C and fim MnooghtoklllSOtottO rata
v, d. ouiwnmvut uuj. am
I

I bar. a bargain for yon, come qnick.
W. lm DoCLOW'S JACK FAKJat

Cedar Baplda, Iowa

PARKER'S-

gSi
i

Cuticura Soap
For the Hands
IS IDEAL

See 25c, OiatBMat 25 aaa SOc, Takua

W. N. U

DENVER,

NO.

21.

x.

-

HAIR BALSAM

í8OTMl)nirTifftopHUrKlüíK
voior ua
RMnt fumni
to C.rav and Failed HaU
ooe.vai.ietiniir;uto.
.
y Jwnfoiniwn.wiio.rt(-iii.gu-,.T1

HII.DEf.COf.NS Remove.
lonoeo. eta., etope .11 pala, enturse

Out

it. Qo!
is

fret. maKfO weikhur mo. lta. br moil or at Urotb. '
guia, UiaooxCliomUaU Worka,rectue,tt. I,
comfort

PATEI3TS

totó.

D.O. Adtloeand boo tree.
Sateareaoonabl. Illobeet reiorenoee. Aeetoerrlee

FOR IDEAS. Photoplay Plots accepted
any form; revised, criticised, copyrighted,
Advice free. Univera&t ocoi.ario
marketed.
Corporation, 0t Exchg. Bldg., Lo Angel".

THE
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BRAND.

A Home Bank For Home People

A

ROY CITIZENS ARE

family, Clem
Davis and wife,' II. W. Davis
and daughter were the Easter
guests at the J.M. Beard home.
The Brand well was drilled to
the depth of 130 feet, not a
strong well, but , sufficient for

CHURCH GOING PEOPLE.

L. II. Burton and

bank account drives away', worry and brings

19:21.

'

If one will visit the churches
of Roy on a Sundaymorning he
wüTson be convinced that the
people of Roy and vicinity are
Church going people. Last Sunday, altho the day was cold and
a school.
stormy and very disagreeable to
Hazel Green, Bill Wright, be out, all churches were filled
John and Floyd Beard are the with people for the morning Sun
measles victims this week.
day Schools and Services. The
Mrs. E. S. Cameron is on the attendance at
the Catholic
sick list this week.
Church was probably near the
Thursday being Miss Lusk's 200 mark for the High Mass,
birthday, the children presented and the attendance at the Union
her with a present and wished Sunday School and morning Serher many happy returs of the vices at the. Christian Church
day.
was near. 100 and nearly this
The dance at the Freeman
were in attendance at
number
'
home was well attended, all re- the Baptist Sunday School.
port a good time.
On Sunday before, when the
weather was nice the attendance
Jose' Maria Montoya received was over' 500 in the several
a letter from the War Depart- churches and when one consiment stating that his sons ix)dy ders this attendance out of
Artnra Montoya had arrived in a population of less than 700 it
the U. S. from France and that is surely a good showing.
he would be notified when thé
The Eureka and Victor Clasbody would be shipped to Roy. ses of the Union Sunday School
The body .will probably not ar- have had a ccntes for the past
rive for a week or so.
month regarding perfect attendance and the Eureka class came
out winner with a very high
L. N. DeWeese of Mosquero average daily attendance; while
was in Roy a few minutes Tues- the Eureka's won out they had
day evening on his way out, to to hustle to do it, as tlffe Victor
the Liberty neighborhood on Class .was right at their heels
a business mission.
all the time. The collections in
the Churches and Sunday School
FORD OWNERS
are no evidences af hard times
Best gigde mohair top as all report, good collections.
the collections
cover for touring cars only We understand
in the Union Sunday School last
guaranteed

I House

Dresses Favorite Styles

-

comfort.

It

light pointing out the

is the beacon

pathway to peaceful old age. One dollar will

start an account at our bank.

;

:

.

ROY

BANK-OCapital and
Surplus

A PROTEST.

Scott Arnold and a wild mule
which is generally known in this
community as "COYOTE". They
were last seen East of Solano
and still going east. Two men
started out to search' for them
the following morning and found
the mule, but Scott's whereabouts is yet a mystery.
Mr. Mike Weisdorfer and wife
left for their home near Denver
Colorado, last Monday morning
after having put lightning rods
on most every house in this
community and also after enjo- ying a fine visit with relatives
?re.
15.. G. Grunig and family were
Easter Sunday visitors at .the
Chas Dcpew home in spite of
the snow storm. If nerve will
get people through the world
.they will go "In high."
The "Blue Cheverolet" made
a business trip to Mosquero Fri- day. The primary school teacher returned with him, sa we
are wondering if that was- the

tí"

-

'ií-tV1-1

H

a

In fresh looking ginghams and percales these house
dresses are as practical as they are smart looking sleeves
that fit well, trim shoulder lines. Priced right.

"NE W; TH IN GS'

Blouses, .all the new spring patterns with" the fashionable
touches.

-

Lost Strayed or Stolen:

I

if

-

$36,000.00

WAGNER NEWS.

I

Owing to some remarks passed during the last days of the
Holy Week, at the Hotel, that
the catholics had ceremonies all
over the world, jsimilar to these
practiced by the "Penitentes"
around here, Drought a .strong
protest from others present,
that there was nothing of the
kind practiced
ceremonies
of the Catholic Church.
In fact,-thceremonies were
in-th-

performed ihis

year for the
timó in Roy, at St. George
School, conducted by Rev. Fr.
Vnr'rinn th. nnstnv
liv
;v. Father J B. Lavoie, fmivi
;prmger, in the presence oi
a large Congregation, and nobody had
witnesses of

R. P. SHAYA COMPANY

.

tops.

have the Churches, the Chris-

Mrs. Lillian Bess, who has
tian people, and they attend the
PIONEER GARAGE
employed as bookeeper in
been
haveJ
going
to
We
are
Church.
MOSQUERO
NEW MEX
the Roy trust and Savings Bank,
school

iht

within a few
the New
and the best Public and the past few months, left for
months
"AN AWFUL AUNT" .Did
School in the Nórth East Santa" Rosa" the latter part of
you ever have one ? WTell come High
'
so we feel that last week.
Mexico,
New
to the Baptist Church April
should: be some good fud
there
eighth at 7.30 P.M. and you will
cn Roy and lier tuture.
There will ging
some- selfflagrilations,
ur know all about it.
good work continue.
Mr. E. T. Noble 'who has been
the
Let
ging and .other unlawful scene-ri- .r also be a box supper. Everyvisiting
friends and relatives in
as practiced by the .."Peni body come.
O. A. Murphy of Mosquero and near Roy the past few days
The Roy Band will furnish
tentes ;" but had been witnesses
was in Roy Wednesday trading returned to his business at
of the most edifying ceremonies the music for the Play "AN with Roy merchants.
Wichita Kansas Monday.
AWFUL AUNT" which will be
hymns and music.
given at the Baptist Church
April 8th,.
Come, but ladies
Mrs. Kate L. Dunbar of
will please bring boxes. No ad
was visiting friends and
,
'
..very important business'
transacting business in Roy mission.
John and Mike .Weisdorfer last Saturday.
FOR SALE
and families spent Saturoay
Hatching
eggs. English Barren
Mrs. Myrtle Messner of Raton
evening at the J. E. Weisdcrfer
is
Legorns.
visiting relatives and friends
Heavy laying
...
home.
in Roy. this week. Mrs. Missner strain. $1 per 15:
100."
Juan M. C. DeBaca of Eueye was formerly Myrtle Kerns of
A. N. Brooks
ros was a busines visitor in Roy this place.
Mosquero N. M
'
Tuesdav.
1

sc-"-

1

Pay us a visit, look our stock over.

to fit Sunday were over $70.00 alone.
We defy mail or- They say a town is judged 'by
der competitor! on these its Churches and Schools. We
plc-ase-

I

Y- NEW' .SPRING STYLES AT, LOW PRICES.'
VOILE DRESSES IN THE NEW SPRING SHADES
AND STYLES, NEW SPRING GOODS ARRIV- - "
'..
TNG EVERY DAY BY EXPRESS- .-

MILLINER-

$11.50;
and

j

boo i'....U)clirane
THE
AUCTIONEER

.

Mills,"

.

N.M.

Dates at this office.

Tu-cumc-

.

..

'

$6-pe- r

.

You Dont Have To Ask A

;

FORTUNE TELLER

Fairview Pharmacy

:

.

where to go when you want to buy the best groceries in town or
where to get the BEST SERVICE for the S. E. Paxton Grocery Co.

The Roy Drug Store

fills the bill every minute of the day.

We want your patronage

and offer you the best groceries that money can buy and the best

that we can give.

service

A complete line of;

No Special Sales

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TO-ÜAT-

the Popular Drinks and Ices. Hot Drinks in

News stand,

we

treat you so you can't help but notice

want your trade and appreciate a chance to merit it

;

E

Watch this space every week.

SODA FOUNTAIN
All

In other words we

fellow

that

Just selling a little cheaper than the other

.sea-cn-

S.E. PAXTON

.

All the latest Magazines and daily

Grocery Company

papers.

-

"A Square Deal Every Day"

ESTABLISHED 1908

4

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)
.

I

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

By Charles Sughroe
Weltem Ncwtpapet Union
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